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A BOX FROM HOME

I

Rev. Matthews
Rev. R. L. Matthew, and
family, of Solano left Wednesday
in company with his brother-i- n
law all in a Chevrolette car for
Oklahama. They went via Raton
and expected to spend the first
nicrVif nr T.n Jifa OrAnmAn
TKoi,
would visit at Wichita, which
is 35 mile3 from
their old
home, There were four adults
and six children in the load
their camp equipment.
.Rev. Matthews has been a
faithful and efficient worker
here and has made many friends
who will wish them well. He
expects a place on the Oklahoma
circuit and leaves because Mrs.
.... ,
.1.1me altitude
m. nnas
nere too

The Republican County .ConThe Democratic State Convenvention
will be held at Mora,
tion will be held fit fianta Fe,
Sep't 23d to select
Monday,
Thursday Sept 2&th' State Cendelegates
to
the State Conventral Committee meets the 25th.
tion at Santa Fe (Date not set.)
Roy will have 12 delegates,
Freeman buy bonds; slaves wear
Mills, 10 Solano 4, Mora 11 and
'them.
Wagon Mound 30.
Fred Ogden, eame home Fri-- 1 The caucus to select delegates
at Roy will be held, Saturday
day to finish his vacation
,

.

at the

at Liberty, He has Sept 21

old home

'

.

be-sid- es

.

been at Denver, Colorado Springs
Liberty Bonds or German taxes.
and other points in Colorado
sight-seein-

Be met the Roy,

g.

girls in Denver where both t are
holding men's positions, at men's
salaries in the Auditor's office of
the C.F.&I. (Colorado Fuel and
Iron Cq; ' owned by John D.
Rockefeller Jr.). He had dinner
with them, they were busy and
happy, - investing regularly in
War Bondsand Eugenia is teach
ing jiight-schonights a
three
v
week on the side.
Fred found Denver very attrac
tive and met many old friends
He Parted the top of
there.
e
and found it five
inches deep in snow which accounts for the bad cold he had
when he got here.
,

el

Pikes-Peak-

A letter from Geo. W. Rudisill
of Neeleyville Jío.Says "If you
MUST .cut off 15 percent of
your readers I wiM be sacrificed
as one, as I am going to France
or if denied ' that privilege on
Govt, work as my crop is harves
ted. This Registration got both
my boy and I. Gee! if we we're
only there how about 5.000.000
strong. The .hot winds got our
corn crop here this fall but had
some crop3 Regards to friends

inesaieatM. Conner s near
Solano Tuesday was a hummer.
His dairy cows sold at prices
ranging from $166.00 down to
$106.00 and an 8 months old calf
sold for $90 Col. White and Wm
G. Johnson Auctand Clerk admit
to having had a hard days work
but are well pleased with it as
are also trie tenners.
D. M. Valdez, was in from his
Wednesday looking for
hands to pull beans. His crop is
over ripe and toó dry touse a
cutter and he has a big feed
crop ready to harvest and no help
to do it. He is worried but game
to finish it alone if he has to.

V

high for her health.'

Jess Wade the blacksmith
orders the
sent to bis
daughter, Miss Edith Wade at
Milford, Texas in future. He
expects his two boys out here
soon. They will 0 to school here
this winter.
S-- A,

ranch

J. W. Beck, of the Roy
Garriste liand. us a copy of the
"Windy City Echo" official paper
of the ll'M Engineer Corps in
Franco, lis a hot one and proves
the Lays are not, despondent or
asleep over there.
Mr.

Goes,

v

of Mosquero,

Claude Brashears
returned
Sunday from Caledonia, Ohio,
where he has been for the pas
year with Miss Myers, and is
visiting friends here.
He is
stopping with Claude Hand and
meeting old school-dafriends.
Claude has not grown taller but.
has improved wonderfully in
appearance.
-

Drawn by Qaar William, Division of Pictorial Publicity.

Food savings of millions of Americans during our. first year of war enabled this govern- ij sena enormous 100a snipments abroad ror our fighting forces and the Allied nations.
vings m cereais oui or a snort crop amounted to 154,900,000 bushels; all of which was
wr
shipped to Europe. We increased our meat and fat shipments 844,600,000 pounds. This was
America s Do rrom home to our army abroad, and the civilians and military forces of ths
' r
...
jviuea nations.
v
1

Munition Workrs S. B. Tower Dies

y

Rev. J. S. Russel, wa3 down
from Dawson this week. . He is
planning some strenuous work
or this fall's campaign and is.
probably the best posted man in.'
this part of. the state on War
matters and the things concerning and dependent upon the war.'

Soldfer Letter

A party of seven young men
S. B. Towers died at his home near
leftEoy Saturday, "Chaperoned" Roy Friday, Sept. 13, 1918 after a
by-tFloersheim as deputy for long and painful illness. Funeral services were held
Christian church
the P, M. who is recruiting agent in Roy Saturday,it thfl
attended by a laree
for the new Munition Works in number of friends and conducted by
Tenneesee. This is the second Rev. Hearn. Interment in the Roy
cemetery,
ihe following story of his
party that has gone from here life is handed
us:
and others are planning to go.
Samuel B.Towers was a native of
This party consists of
Ed Indiana where he was born June 27,

We received a long letter from
Alfred Davenport this week. He
is now attached to Co, A. 25 Bn.
U. S.G. at Camp Talaferro, San
Diego, Calif. He says, in part
there,"
.
.
.
v
'T
i nave Deen transierred so The new teachers in the Roy
much since I got out of the bchool are, a militant lot and
Rev. Marble has .given up the
Miss Fern DePew, will teac
Hospital that 1 hardly know indications are that the board
pastorate
school
the
in
Bradley
of the Methodist
the
district
Voelkel.
1859,
H.
Birdseye,
at
Johnson,
Jess
Dubois
county.
Matias
He
I will be the next day.
where
Mosquero
churches here and returned to near
drew no blank in their selection.
this winter. The
came from there to New Mexico in
Medina,
Demetrio
Garcia
Reuben
I
am
in the U. S. Guard now
Albuquerque Saturday. His wife terra will begin Oct. 1st. The
They are especially welcomed
1907, filing in March, of that year on
"
Gonzales, Antonio Domingo, and the land which, has since been his but dont drill any. I help a little by the Y. P.
is in a Sanitarium there and his district has been
C. E. and are plain-ly.s'
homestead?
? '
rZ?-- : f around the kitchen and that is
future activities are dependent and will be quite an interesting A. Trujillo,. ;
nov4is.át it. Mis3 Carol '
The job offered is an attractive
In August, 1878, he married Sarah about'all, They talk a little Of Fitzer
upon the state of her health. School. Miss DePew attended
led the Endeavor last
Skiff. To them were born eight sending me back to the Hospital. Sunday
J.
for
S.
U.
the
good
at
oné
wages
We are genuinely sorry to lose summer school at Las Vegas last
evening
in the' manner
children, five boys ánd 'three girls.'one
him from Roy circuit. He was s immer and made a very credit' and is the biggest munitions son, Ivan, preceded him in death. The but I hope they don't, I suffered of a veteran to the delight, of all
factory in the world. It carries children are:' Mr. Mary Underhill, so much while there and they present The
'
making good nere ana a very able showing.
others are all live
with it exemption from Military Doolittle Mill, Ind., Wilmer and Theo have tried seemingly everything ones,
pleasing preacher.
talented
musicians
several
Miss
Lucille Price is the service to the last degree
Birdseye, Ind, Delia Hardwick,
and dore,
so I feel like I never want to see are among them and withal Roy
Angeles.
Los
Calif..
Rebecca
Blunfc.
Mr. S. H. Jenkins accompanied Primary teacher at Mills this means an education along practi George and Raymond, of Roy. He another Hospital.
will appreciate them in social as
was long a member of the United
Ihis family a3 far as Tueumcari winter. Her many friends here cal lines as well.
I
was very sorry to hear o well as school activities,Brethren church but later united with
Sunday and sent them back to are glad to welcome her back
the Christian church of Roy. A host me aeam oi Mrs. uiDDS and ex
home.
Rev.
and
Price
family
RED
CROSS
itheir old home in Arkansas. Mrs.
of mends have watched with anxiety tend sympathy to Dr. and the Liberty Bonds or Germany bondhis Tailing health and are one in ex
Jenkins is unable to staad this now live at Capitán, N. M,
Ladies present and working tending their sympathy to the bereav. children. Am glad the rains age, "Come across" or theKiser
thigh altitude and has been sick
came to the mesa and hope the will.
party canea yesterday and at the Red Cross Work Rooms ed family.
isince coming this time so there
farmers will get in a big wheat
this
criticised our rural news she
Harry Sotzen is the new meat
was no alternative but to return
s
crop
billions
for they sure need it to feed
It
for
defense
bil
or
Roy,Mrs.
Mrs.Lusk,
said "I have dinner" evry day
Mrs.
cutter
to ,a lower altitude. Many friends
at the Rey Trading Co.
the Army and Allies. I would
Brown, Mrs. Wensell, the Twins lions for indemnity, '
.
1M
is
who
11
regret the necessity for their and "I Spend Sunday" every Mrs.
taking Mr. Crowe's place
une io visit DacK nome but cant
Crowe.
weeic ana íwant't m tne paper
Soldier and Sailors names are untill they get to give furloughs while heis vacationing.
'
leaving.
He is
after this each time.
Wednesday
Roy' like a duck to;
wanted by the A. R. C. in order again. I could have gone
taking
to
some
DRY-FARShe made it so ridiculous that
FRUIT
Mrs. Roy, Mrs.Brown'
Mrs. to keep local records complete of time ago but the doctor said not water and hope he will decide
we shall delete all such items in ,usk, Mrs.'
Wensell, Mrs.' Gil- - all the boys now in the Service to as I might get discharged In- to stay here.
Mrs. Lillie B. Wood, and her future.
strap,, Mrs. Kitchell, Mrs. Will-co- who claim Roy as their home
stead they put me in the Cost
mother, Mrs. L. A. Brown, called
" Mrs. Grunig, Mrs. Growe,
Will the relatives of all boys Guards and
S
GOSSIP
they dont need
at this office Saturday with a Fred Brown's Sale is Satur Mrs. Odgen,
called to service please report furloughs, which I guess is right
sample of the fruit grown on her day, Sept. 21st.
See bill in
We got the Bean Growers
their names and addresses, and
I dont want to miss the
The following rarments and suDnliea
dry farm near Liberty School. this paper.
up last week, on . account
mixed
have been made and shipped to the also all who have entered the For it beats the letter
they
The finest of Concord Grapes,
of several things. Jim (Bean)
Mountain Division, A. R. C. at Den Service since March 1st 1917,
write me for news,
Does the
and some
large Prune-plum- s
Prof Kreigbaum drove to Des ver, since the last report by the Roy
Johnson wa3 chosen Chairman
Report to Mrs. C. L. Wensell, Lodges keep my dues paid?
Chapter
and
their
branches,
Mills
among,
plums
them
were
and
other
Moines Saturday to visit his
Instead of Fred Fluhmann and
Roy N. M. If not I want to pay them, with
Mosquero, the
at Solano, and
and finer never grew under homestead near there returning the Weisdorferauxiliary
A. Bruce was the other, mem
F.
neighborhood, which.
regards to all my friends I am,
i rrigation, Mrs. Wood is pardon Sunday. He went in his car and while not organized, has been doing
T.-of the Excutive Board. The
ber
rint, who has been ill for Vours InF.L', & T.
yeoman service for the cause and turn
ably proud of her orchard and had a fine trip..
meeting
planned for Saturday,
long,
with Typhoid, is able to
ed out as much work proportionately so
A, M. Davenport,
has proved the wisdom of plant
14th
was called off on account of
be out and down town daily now.
as any oi tne organized workers.
ing fruit trees and caring for
r nenas nere nave received a 63 Sweaters.
He shows the effects of his The more bonds you buy the the funeral of Mr. Tower.
19 pairs of Wristlets.
them as a permanent improve letter from Miss Bessie Wood,
illness but is improving rapidly fewer boys will die.
170 pairs of Socks.
t
The Roy Local presents the
111.
wno is now noidmg down a
ment to a homestead.
The rest of the family are all
(The quota was 216 pairs but was
following
reasons for its exist- Government Clerkship at Wash not completed on account of inability imprving.
The Wensells and Roys drove ance and suppo- rtto get yarn enough).
Waler Ross called Saturday to ington u.
BOTajama Suits.
to his 'son Earl
send the
Mrs. Frank Seidel has been worrying out to Chicosa Wednesday even100 Handkerchiefs.
It means economy inProduc-ion- ,
a
lot recently because 'she failed to ing. Their car broke down and
Ross who is know at camp Pike
J. J. Taylor 'has moved his 30 Hospital Shirts.
Handling Grading
Sell
from
hear
Frank and supposed he had they sent Mr.
,
Sotzen in horse
Ark. in training for army service Garage outfit to the Variety 40 Comfort Bags.
shipped for France. , Sunday she reing.
15 Pillows.
The first thing he wrote for Machine Works and is now in 20
ceived a card announcing his safe ar- back for another car. The gas
Pillow Slips.
rival in England and a
Walter
letter rau out when he was half way
It means increased acreage by
was the home papery
charge of the Auto Repair Depart 10 Hospital Bags.
King George bearing the symbol
from
Refugee
two
sons in the ment of that shop.
Garments
out.
He
advertising Incfeas
came
is proud of his
for
car
another
of the "Lion and Unicórn" and dated
5 Children's Dresses.
and a tire blew out on the way. ed Demand.
service with Uncle 'Sam and
Windsor
from
which
Castle
reads:
175 Chemese.
cheerfully bears the hardships
Finally their luck changed
E. R. Stolberg roturned Sun
This list comprises all work ud to ' "Soldiers of the United States The
It means a saving in see- dof running the, farm without day from Dawson where he has Sept. 1st. Two shipments have been people of the British Isles welcome you and they got home at midnight Machinery
Freight, Handling
made this month which Will be report on your way to take your stand beside
their help. His 'danghters two been employed in electrical work ed 'with
the rest of the month's
Sacks,
Inspection.
many
the
of
fightnow
nations
armies
Miss
Lusk
is
Lena
teaching
of them are away now at school for several months.
He went
ing in the old world, the great battle
the Mestinito near Mills and
A Publicity Committee has been ap for human freedom.
Initial dues are $5.00 for the
also fittingx themselves for the out to see about making some
pointed
to
attend
to
advertising
the
"The Allies will gain new heart and lives with the people on her first year and $1.00 Der vear
larger life the future is bringing hay on his homestead east of and propaganda, in future. Irviri
spirit in your company. I wish that father's "homestead in that dis- - thereafter. Meet Saturday 21 st
town and will stay here a while.
C. L. Wensell and R. E.
to Young America.
I could shake the hand of each one of
O.W. HEARN, Secretary.
you and bid you Cod speed on your 'trict.

years of age died Wednesday
riJght at the Plumlee Hospital in
Roy. He was operated on two
week ago.' His wife and daughter
are here.
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

The heat was oppressive. The sweat
11 pores.' Thlinew and
stiff leather trappings rubbed us sore,
especially upon our hipe. In. was a relief at 2 p. m. to halt at an abandoned
farm and rest on the grass. We
might have lain down about ten mln
utea when suddenly we heard firing
We jumped up like lightning and hurried to our guns. The firing whlcs
was about three kilometers away grew
more lively. At once we were on the
.
march again.
From the expressions on the facet
of the soldiers we could read the mlnda
of the men. Something took posses
sion of them which they had never experienced before. As for myself 1
became very restless. Fright and curi
osity lashed my brain. Everything
whirled around In my head and my
heart was beating wildly. But I strove
to conceal my fright from my comrades. I am sure that I tried energetically. I don't know that I succeeded
better than my companions.
Although I knew we would be in
the fight In an hour, I tried to persuade myself that our Interference
would not be necessary. I clung tfght-lto everything which might strength
came from.

of a German

Dcaerter
Written by a Prussian
ing and Pillaging

Officei f?

of Belgium

FOREWORD

This is a true story of the
invasion of Belgium and
northern France at the beginning of the world war,
written by an officer of the
German army who took part
in the mad rush toward
Paris. Sickened by the
atrocities committed upon
civilians and soldiers, he deserted after several months'
service and finally made his
way to the United States.
His disclosure of the unspeakable cruelties perpetrated by the German soldiers, under orders from
their officers, Is one of the
most sensational documents
the war has produced.

After a brief pause we went ahead.
On the evening of August 1 we reached
a farmyard near Duren. Our company
was billeted in a barn. No one knew
what we had to do. Ignorant of the
purpose of our being sent so near the
Belgian border we laid down on our
beds of straw. Something had' to
happen soon to rescue us from this uncertainty.
How few suspected that would be
the last night for many of us on German ground. An alarm took os from
onr beds at S a. in. The company
gathered and the captnln demonstrated the war situation. As to the direction of the march he himself was ig-

norant.

y

'
en this. hope.
The bicycles lying In the road Indi
cated that the bicycle division was In
the fight at this point How strong
the enemy was we did pot know as we
raced toward the firing Une. Every
body crouched down as low as possible whUe jumping to the 'right and
left Before and behind us the bullets
were flying continuously,
yet we
reached the firing Une without losses.
We were greeted joyously by our bard- pressed comrades. The bicycle regiment had not suffered any losses ex
cept for a few slightly wounded men
who were still able to take part In the
.

Scarcely half an hour later SO big
trucks drove up and stopped on the
road before out quarters. The drivers also were ignorant and waited for
orders. Discussion of our destination
started afresh. Thé orderlies who fight
We were lying flat on the ground
hád been keeping their ears open said
we would enter Belgium that day. and firing In the direction ordered for
Others contradicted them, no one all we were worth, even though we
had not seen our enemies. That waa
knew for certainty. "
But the order to march did not come apparently not Interesting enough to
and in the evening we went back to some of our soldiers. They wanted
our straw.
But the rest was to know how the people were looking
hort. At 1 a. m. we were again whom they had to shoot at They got
aroused and honored by a speech from up to a kneeling position. Two men of
CHAPTER I.
our captain. lie said we were at war my company had to pay for their curi
with Belgium. He told us to show osity with their lives almost Instantly.
I am a German soldier. Naturally ourselves brave, deserve the iron cross The first victim of our party went
at the time when the war started we and bring honor to Germany. Then he down without a sound. The second
did not know that there weuld be such continued :
threw his. arms high In the air and fell
a war as Is being waged today.
Both were dead In
"We only make war against the on his back.
Dally we soldiers were told that armed force, the Belgian army. Life stantly.
France and Russia wanted to attack and property of civilians are protected
It is Impossible for me to describe
as and that the kaiser was doing ev- under International law. Yet you sol- the feeling that overcame me In the
erything possible for our protection. diers must not forget to keep your first real volley as we advanced and
Already on July 20 we were armed to lives for the fatherland or sell them as came directly within the range of the
the teeth and prepared to march away.
fire. I no longer felt any fright, only
,
During these preparations, which
an Impulse to get Into action as quickshowed us all that war had to come,
ly as possible. Tet at the sight of the
18 men of my company deserted.
first corpse a terrible fear seized me.
The government published, during
For minutes I was completely stunned,
this time, bulletins almost hourly to
and was absolutelost all
prepare the people for the war, a
ly unable to think or do anything.
subterfuge that succeeded perfectly.
I pressed my face and hands close
Consequently two days before war was
to the ground. I wanted to clutch my
declared, the people were overwhelmgun and shoot blindly.
Presently I
ingly for war, but they were certain
calmed down. I suddenly became con
that it was only to be between Gertented with myself and conditions
many and France.
about me and when soon afterward
of Belgium,
Of the Intervention
the command was sounded along the
Russia, England and Italy, the counwhole line, "Spring out!" "Forward
try had as little thought as it did of
march 1" I charged as did everyone
any participation of the United States.
else like one possessed. The order to
All thought only of the promenade to
Like wet bags we
halt followed.
Paris, which, to the disappointment of
plumped to the ground. Firing had bethe people, and also, surely to the
gun anew.
disappointment of the autocracy, has
Our firing now became more lively
been longer drawn out than had been
momentarily and Increased to a fearwished for.
ful loudness.
If we had occasion to
Id these days of uncertainty the
say anything to our comrades we had
aoldlers, contrary to the cruel treatto shout so loudly in their, ears that It
ment which theyvhad experienced be-- (
hurt our throats.
fore, were treated liberally 'with great
Under the effect of our fire the enequantities of supplies, delicacies and
my grew restless, the fire weakened
beer, so that most of the soldiers were
and his line wavered. As only 500
so drunk continuously that they were
meters separated us from them we
of
seriousness
the
enable to realize
could observe exactly what happened
Athe situation.
there. We saw about half the enemy
And yet the majority of the solretire In the following manner : Every
over
the
enthused
be
not
could
diers
S.eV
tlmm i.
other man quit the Une, leaving his alenthuwar. They cheered and were
ternate In his place. Those remaining
siastic because they knew It was the
held on until the retiring party halted.
orders. On July 31, 1914, one day be- Honored by a Speech From Our CapWe used this moment to Inflict the
tain. .
fore the declaration of war, we left,
most severe losses on the retreating
after being brought to war strength, dearly as possible. Unnecessary shed- enemy. As far as we could scan the
for our garrison at
to the horizon to the right and left we saw
Where the enemy toward which we ding of blood we will prohibit
you
to the Germans advancing In several secask
population.
I
Tet
civilian
were to point our bayonets was we
tors. Also for our detachments the
too
consideration
much
had not the slightest Idea. All we did consider that
order came to advance as the enemy
will
be
on
cowardice
and
that
borders
reto
be
trt
know was that we had
retreated.
ported somewhere to protect the bor- punished very severely."
The task of clinging to the heels
of our captain we
speech
this
After
der.
of the retiring enemy so tenaciously
a.
loaded
4
on
and
were
autos
at
our
we
as
There were stirring times
that no time would be allowed to make
started out. Tens of thousands of m. crossed the border Into Belgium. a new stand fell to us. We followed
ocpeople threw flowers at us and all In order to make this a historical
the Belgians, scarcely stopping to
wanted to shake bands. AH even casion we were ordered, to give three breathe on the way, in order to pre
we
On
speedy
autos
cheers.
the
soldiers cried Many embraced their
vent their fortifying themselves In a
wives or young brides. The bands reached our goal at 10 a. m. It was a village situated just ahead. We knew
Inhabi
village.
little
rural
beautiful
people
songs
and
played farewell
e
fight lay
that a bloody
laughed and cried all at the same tants of the villages we had passed before us, yet the Belgians never at
so
In
astonishment,
that
time. Strangers embraced and kissed looked at us
tempted to establish themselves, but
each other. "A veritable witch's holi- we all got the Impression that these managed to escape with astonishing
why
we
never
people
country
knew
day" of emotion was loosened and encleverness.
gulfed the populace like a storm. No came to Belgium. They were fright
In the meantime we received re-e-n
out
sleep
and
looked
out
of
their
ened
recould
strongest,
even,
one, not
the
forcements.
Our company was now
windows.
us
from
their
at
sist Its power. let even this was
pretty
well
and fought with
scattered
autos,
the
As we halted and left our
at the
surpassed by the leave-takin-g
whatever unit was nearby. The body
us
cof
came
offered
out
and
farmers
be
to
had
farewells
depot, where last
I joined had to remain In the village
said. This scene will never leave me I fee, bread, meat, etc. We were still to search systematically for scattered
a
en
we
so
Held
kitchen,
that
without
- Bow desperately many women clung
soldiers.
From this village we saw
to their men Many had to be forcibly Joyed the enemy's offerings more so- that the Germans had gained on all
vilof
the
class
of,
those
better
since
removed.
sides.
Field artillery, machine gun
But this was at lest done and then lajera refused any pay. They told us detachments and other equipment ar
we were placed In cattle cars. Night the Belgian soldiers had departed to rived and we were all astonished at
came and we bad no lights. The train some unknown destination.
their coming so quickly.
After a short rest we marched on
went slowly toward the Rhine. It
went smoothly enough. Our company, The autos returned. Hardly bad we
which bad had days of great excite- marched an hour when we were over
The Zeppelins and the
taken by cavalry, dragoons and husment, welcomed the rest that the jourguns of the Germans
ney afforded. Most of the soldiers sars, who reported that the Germans
giant guns whose existence was.
neighbormarching
all
over
were
the
pillows.
as
slept with their knapsacks
unknown even to the kaiser's
Others looked dreamily Into the fu hood on all roads. Right behind came
rain death and desoldier
the bicycle corps.
ture. Still others secretly pulled picstruction upon the Belgian cities
comforting.
was
longer
We
no
only
and
This
breastpockets
tures from their
which dare to resist the Invader.
a very few killed time by discussion felt alone, Isolated in a strange coun
The next Installment tells the
aod comment on their possible destl try. Another bicycle division overstory of the fall of Liege and
passed
on.
Angry
words
us
and
took
nation.
plundering of other Belgian
the
by
members of our
"Where are we golngr , Tea, were now uttered
cities.
where T No one kifw. Then after company. The others could ride but
endless hours, the train stopped. We we bad to walk. What we bad always
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
were In Dureo. What were we there taken for granted suddenly became
fort We did aot know. The officers great Injustice. If It did no good our
Honorable retreats are In no way
only shrugged their shoulders at our grumbling at least was a diversion
, .
Inferior to brave charges.
from the weight of our packs.
questions.
self-contr-

.

LONG SKIRTflS
IN LIMELIGHT
War necessity everyIngenuity expressed, tbere
fore, In a thousand ways." Turning and
twisting to find out how good results
can be obtained through uncharted
channels is the effort of each individual, the mass of shops, and the host
of designers.
This is the summing up, writes a
fashion authority, of the entire spirit
as expressed in women's apparel. It
It not a continental spirit; it Is a
world spirit. It pervades lands where
fighting Is unknown ; it rules In homes
from which no fighters have gone and
la which there bus always been a serene confidence in the ability to arrive at a comfortuhle conclusion.
easy method of dressing
. The old,
has vanished. Perhaps lk Is gone forever. It is a temptation to dip back
Into the past and recount the episodic
adventures and experiences through,
which women hnve gone when great
wars' devastated a country and used
up Its raw materials.
It is not only the constitution that
follows the flng ; It is women's apparel
that follows it for years after the flag
has ceased to be a symbol of battle
and remains only a symbol of patriotism. All the great wars have defi
nitely changed the course, of women's
clothes, although they mny not have
left upon them the lasting Impressions that, wars have left upon .men's
clothes.' The male portion of the, world
rarely-thinkof this fact Hint every
garment he wears Is linost' directly
responsible to some explosion of manNew York.

where!

kind.

A

Malns-am-Hheln-

1

house-to-hous-

The sketch shows a gown of heavy
black satin, with a barrel effect obtained in the skirt through width at
the hips and narrowness at the hem,
and the whole surface laid' with flat
tucks. The tight bodice finishes at the
normal waistline with a narrow cravat
belt There Is a fenoe collar of white
organdie. The fluted hat la of black
satin with a crown of ermine.
is well for an extravagant continent
that the Irreducible minimum can be
arrived at through compulsion.
Trimmed With Bits of Themselves.
A report of what women have done
in devising ornamentation for their
clothes would read as an interesting
bit of war history. Out from the
depths have come some of the ornamentations. The designers, however,

-

FOR SUNBURN, TAN
Try Itl Make thla lemon lotion
to whiten, your tanntd or
freckled akin..
Roueeze the Juice of two lemons In
to a bottle containing three ounces of
Orchard White, shake" well, and you
have a quarter pint of the best freckle,
sunburn and tan lotion, and complex-Io- n
whltener, at very, very small cost
Your grocer has the lemons and any
drug store or toilet counter will supply
three ounces of Orchard White for a
few cents. Mossace this sweetly fra
grant lotion Into the face, neck, arma
and hands and see how quickly the
freckles, sunburn, wlndburn ana tan
dlsannear and how clear, soft and
white the skin becomes. Yes I It la
harmless. Adv.
Quite Rlgh't

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured

... i
i .n.n.inn. mm fhv annnt roach
the diaed portion of th ear. Thjr I
only one way to cure oim
and that ! by a conetltuMonal remedy.
Mr.UlUi' .vv"
HALLS CATAKKH
Deafness IS
Catarrhal
Byttom.
of the
...w
caused or an innamou wuhmi Tuba.
Euitachian
lining
of
the
mucous . v.
...
a
i
i
...ti. I. inflmA vnil h.v
,
rumbling- Bound or Imperfect hearing-- ana
whan It Is entirely ciosea, wui.
result. Unless we innammauun tocnItsu nor- durad and thla tube restored
-

forever. Many caaei of Deafneai ara
"
causea By uaiarrn, wmcn
of the Mucous Surfacei.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any
ease of Catarrhal Deafnesi that
by
HALL'S CATARRH
cured
be
MEDICINE.
78e.
Circulan free.
DrugKlati
All
Co.. Toledo, Ohio.
F. J. Cheney
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Reverting to Pioneer Days.
It is no simple thing to saunter
down Main street today, drop Into a
shop and buy any kind of galloon,
braid, embroidery or other ornamentation for gowns.' One finds that manufactured articles are becoming more
and more limited. The war industries
board has gone into the situation with
such thoroughness that manufacturers
have been requested to lop off several
thousand Items that are considered as
nonessentials.
Once upon a time this world, which
dearly loves a phrase, twisted and
turned the words "Irreducible minimum" In fantastic ways to suit a va
riety of meanings. This phrase Vas a
sister In popularity to President Cleveland's famous Innocuous desuetude."
Today the expression that has super
seded all others Is "the elimination of
nonessentials," and there are thousands of women who will tell you that
that nieans both "Irreducible mini
mum" and "innocuous desuetude." It

'

.

USE LEMONS

Father "Have you saved any money
for a rainy day?" Son "Yes, sir, and
I bought an umbrella with It"

.

-

1

quite content with composition gown
that have only a dash of wool in
thera, and often none at all. A woman
depends on furs, capes and top coaea
for warmth.
As for the materials which are
available today, they may last through
the winter. There Is much talk, of
wearing satin, taffeta, pongee and va- -

i
GIRLS!

Over Development
"Don't you think that fishing Is good
exercise?"
"Yes for the imagination,"

If you wish beautiful, clear white
elothes, use Red Cross Big Blue. At all
good grocers. Adv.

It

So

Goes.

"That trademark mnde a fortune
for mé." "Yet now you shelve It In
favor of a crest."

Wide tucks trim the most fastidious
gowns. The frock is of heavy Chinese
silk, with tucks from hip to hem and
a row of white crochet buttons. The
full sleeves are held in with tucked

wristlets.

ASTHMÜ
INSTANTLY RELIEVED WITH

OR HOHLV REFUNDED ASK ANY DRUGGIST

rlous heavy Chinese silks throughout
the cold weather, making thera comfortable for the open or for heatless
houses by the addition of warm underwear and top coverings.
The designers have banked heavily
on the usage of thin materials for next
"
winter and therefore they have
brought about this resurrected fash-Io-n
of trimming a gown with Itself,
which is quite easily done when the
material is soft and pliable.
When tucks are used they are arranged horizontally. They do not confuse themselves with pleats, which are
vertical. A few of the new skirts are
tucked from the bone of the hips to
the hem, the tucks touching each other and made from an Inch to two
Inches wide. Sometimes this constitutes the entire trimming of a gown.
But when the skirt is extra narrow
at the hem the barrel eOect Is more
striking than It has been for two
years.
Foulard First Choice for Autumn.
There is really an extraordinary
amount of foulard worn in the change
able September weather. It Is so conv
fortable in the house, and so easily
covered In the open, that it presents
Itself as first aid to being well dressed.
There are broadly checked foulards
In black and white, and others that
have a dull blue or orange stripe or
figure running through the checks.
Whatever the choice, they are made
simply. One does not go in for Chinese blue, pink or amethyst these
days, except when one wears gowns
In the house that have served through
the summer, but colors such as black
and white, purple and brown, gray and
deep blue are chosen In these foulards
for the street
This fabric lends itself admirably
The skirts are tuck-e- d
to
from hip to hem or knees to hem,
and when there Is a peplura or a long
chemise tunic It has five or eight
tucks to finish It
Affecting the Waistline.
There Is no possibility of reducing
our waists to a small measurement.
type which has preThe planked-shavailed for eight years can wear its
sashes where it pleases, but what
about the thousands of other women,
thin and stout, who have allowed
their waists to broaden out Into sculptural measurements? These waists
have muscles that are strong apd
and they will not be- - squeezed
Therefore, only the
in by corsets.
willow type the slim, little, boneless
youngster can pull in her waist and
tie a sash around It with impunity.
One thing Is practically certain: If
the tight draped skirt brings back the
normal waist, women will allow the
straight line of their figures to continue, and they will merely drape 'the
waist In its new, large measurements,
without an attempt to make them-

Kidney trouble preys upon the mind, discourages
ambition;
lessens
and
beauty, vlicor and cheer- disappear
often
fulness
XVOfvf
PM when the kidneys are out
VT VSl?lErl
of order or diseased. For good results
use Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roothe great
kidney medicine. At druggists In larga
and medium size bottles. Sample slxe
bottle by Parcel Post, also pamphlet.
Address Dr. Kilmer & Co., Blnghamton,
N. Y and enclose ten cents. When writing mention this paper.

MEN
AND
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THE STH0OL Of EXPERIENCE

THE ABorn míñiaTURE
TU.SM SREILSV
..HAIR
A

BALSAM

toll.t prvpwfttioo of martfc
H.lp. to rftdkt dandruff. .
ForRestoriai Color and
Beauty to Orar or Fadod Hak.
too,

-- -r

and ti.oo at Drunriata.

Sinn Tnrhired
Babies bleep

After Cuticura
AH

Otntmant 28 and M. Talenm B.
fraa of "Oatlnra. Dapt. . Sanaa."

dnuiiliti:

Sampla caeb

Soap 25,

Every Woman Wants

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved is water for douches stops
mItíb catarrh, ulceration and Inflam
mation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co. for tan yean.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyas. Economical.
Dial.

maoidiaaiy dataama a ad eamanrtal power.
Fro. 0c. all dm nab, or poMPaU W
The Patina foflo Compear. Boatoo.Maai. J

Small Pill
Small Dose

Small Price

d

have found that the best way to trim
a gown Is with itself. There Is very
little danger then of Its becoming a
patchwork quilt
Tucks have returned, therefore.
They have been launched on the new
auutmn gowns as something of a nov- selves uncomfortable.
elty. They are not permitted In wool- (Copyright 1918, by the McCIure Newspaper Syndicate.)
en clothes, because the government
asks us to omit every Inch of superUse Furniture Fringa.
fluous worsted material, but we are
They are trimming hats with furniomitting It by the yardage Instead of
' .
the inch, and are finding ourselves ture fringe.

ÍCARTER'sf

A

IJIVER

FOR

CONSTIPATION
bave stood the test of time.
Purely vegetable. Wonderfully
quick to banish biliousness,
headache. Indigestion and to
clear up a bad complexion.
Geoulna baara signature

PALE FACES
Generallr Indicate a lack
of Iron In the Blood

Carter's Iron Pills
Will help this condition
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The Branch House Man
This is one of the Swift & Company
Branch House Men.
They are all pretty much alike in the
way they feel toward their work and that
is what this ad is about.
They know that most people couldn't
get such good meat promptly and in good
condition if it weren't for the branch houses
of which they are in charge.
They know that the branch house is
one of the most important links in the chain
of preparing and distributing meat for a

recelvod nhowlng American troops In Vludlvostok they are following a band of lSrltlxh
The bridge near St. Quentln, a hotly contested point 8 Members of a tank crew examining a cap-- '
"
v
rifle,' one of the latest devices of the Hun.

First photograph

1

marines.

2

tured

k

'

anti-tan-

NEWS REVIEW OF

.THE

GREAT WAR

American First Army Makes Attack on Both Sides of St.
Mihiel Salient.

HUH ARMY MAY BE TRAPPED

Many Towns and Prisoners Taken
Foch May Be Aiming at Metz
Germans in Plcardy Trying to
Halt Retreat Approximately
on Hlndenburg Line.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.

-

The American First army. General
Pershing commanding, started the first
offlenslve
great wholly American
Thursday, attacking on both sides of
the St. Mihiel salient southeast of
Verdun. The French assisted by attacking on the point of the 8allent,.nut
the operation ' was planned toy the
American staff and executed by American officers and troops.
After a terrific artillery preparation
which for four hours smothered the
entire region within the German lines
with shells, the Yanks went over the
top exoctly at five o'clock, following
a rolling barrage timed for an advance of 100 meters every 40 minutes.
Great numbers of tanks supported
them and cleared the way by crushing
numerous concrete machine gun shelters and breaking down the elaborate
wire defenses. American aviators In
Hocks quickly drove away the few Run
airmen In sight and thereafter deluged the enemy supply centers,' mudumps and hangars with
nition
bombs, while the observation planes
directed the work of the artillery.
Everything moved like clockwork and
the troops speedily gained their objectives and went on to the next ones.
Village after village was taken and
by Friday the cavalry had advanced
far Into the center of the salient and
occupied strong positions.
At the
time of writing the drive was progressing steadily and the Germans were In
danger of finding their retreat from
the big wedge entirely cut off. Hundreds of prisoners were taken. The
St. Mihiel salient had been held by
the Hnns ever since 1914 and was
very strongly fortified. Its base Is toward the German stronghold of Metz
and It may be that the drive is directed against that city. . However, Marshal Foch'g strategy had not been revealed when this was written.

tln was the gnul of a race between the
British and the French, the former
winning Vermand, Attllly and Vendel-le- s
and closing In on the Important
city from the northwest, while the
French southwest of the' objective
crossed the Crozat canal and took a
number of vllluges. A little farther
south the French forces ' captured
Travecy on the Olse, Just north of La
Fere, and from its heights were able
to dominate the latter town, which was
aeported to have been burned by the
Germans.
This operation, together
with the French advance eastward
from
threatened to
flantt on both sides the forest and massif of St. Gobain, the chief defense of
Laon. Withdrawal of the enemy froca
that forest, which is full of guns In
strong defensive positions, might thus
be compelled without direct attack,
which would be expensive and difficult.
At the western end of the Chemln
des baines the Germans were fighting
furiously In the region of Laffaux,
where they were trying to regain pos
session of the dominating ridge which
the French and Americans had taken
from them. Many fresh troops were
used in these attacks, but their efforts
,
..
were all In vain."

abandon
course.

Its

opposition

such a

to

The London Express says It has unquestionable Information that the former empress of Russia and all her
children have been murdered by bolshevlkl. If this is true, the entire Immediate fumlly of Nicholas has now
been exterminated. The dowager empress and her daughter and
were attacked by bolshevlkl at Taita,
saved by men from the Black
but
sea fleet after two weeks of fighting.

nation.

They know that Swift fic Company must
have jts branch houses run at the highest
notch of usefulness; that even a Swift 4
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The progress of the
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Swift & Company, U. S.
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Although the stupendous Germnn retreat of the past eight weeks has been
conducted skillfully and the enemy line
has not been broken through, his armies maintaining contact with one another, It has been In every way a most
expensive operation for the Huns. In
addition to the loss of great numbers
of guns and immense quantities of material, captured or destroyed, they
have lost more than 300,000 men, the
majority of whom, fortunately, were
killed. The morale of the army Is
being gradunlly broken by relentless,
continuous and successful blows delivered by the allies, the supply of
fighting effectives Is getting low, and
the people at home are becoming dally
more dissatisfied and restless.
orders reveal that the wounded
men are put back in the ranks before
they are cured, and prisoners released
by Russia are not given time to re
cover their strength and health. Austria has reluctantly responded to the
call for aid and In the quieter sectors
Austrian divisions are placed between
German divisions, or Austrian soldiers
are used to fill out depleted German
regiments. This Is taken to mean that
q
there will be no renewal of the
offensive in Italy this year, If
ever.
A considerable advance made last
week by the Belgians in the sector
north of Ypres was significant, inasmuch as some military critics expect
that Marshal Foch will strike there
in force before long.
Cop-ture- d

Teu-toni-

l-

kl

Baron Burlan,

Austro-Hungarla-

n

for-

eign minister, who still is at outs with
Berlin because he Insists on an Austrian solution of the Polish problem,
nevertheless was employed once more
Inst week to start a Teutonic peace
offensive. This, aimed directly at President Wilson, was a Suggestion that the
central powers and the entente get to
gether for an exchange of views and to
consider all the things which are keeping' the belligerents apart. He Inti
mated this might make further fight
lng unnecessary.
Though President
Wilson is hot quoted In reply, Washington dispatches make It clear that he
holds unwaveringly the position that
the only tolerable peace will be not
negotiated, but dictated to the central
powers by the allies, and that that Is
the kind of peace which the allies will
achieve. In this, It Is needless to say,
he is backed up by the entire nation
position to predict preNo one In
sumes to believe that such a peace can
be attained this year, but no one Intends that any other kind of peace
shall be accepted by America. We
have gone into the war to the finish,
and we propose that the finish shall be
In accordance with our high alms for
the future safety of civilization and
freedom, no matter what the cost.
I

Bloated After Eating
Are You
your
gassy,
Yitn

putty feeling, and hurting near
heart? For Quick Relief Take ONE
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(FOR YOUR STOMACH'S SAKtD

mm

You can fairly feel it work. It drives the GAS out of your
body and the Bloat goes with it. v
Removes Quickly Indigestion, Heartbura, Soar Stomach, etc.
EATONIC from your Draggiit with I ha DOUBLE GUARANTEE
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MAY BE WHOLLY AVOIDED BY USING
o
outlay of montj tirlnts
7
sur. curs and a preTMtlr. I
rwulti. It la
Simple, uf and rare. Tb Lr,t slM
you UH It as per directions.
la twlct th quinttty anil in ouac more than tnc mall alie, wt
In bet condition for lata fall and winter. All druf-Itityonr ñor
hatntit dealers or manufacturen.

At a most opportune time came the
registration day for all Americans between the ages of eighteen and twen
e
and thirty-on- e
and forty-fiv- e
years. Gladly, with patriotic exaltation, some 1.1,000.000 youths and older
men enrolled themselves for military
duty, and from their number 8,000,000
more trained soldiers will soon be
ready to move forward to the battle
lines. Millions of others, not so fit in
one way or another for actual fighting,
will be listed for other work directly
connected with the carrying on of the
war. In a few weeks he relative
standing of the 13,000,000 will have
According to Probeen determined.
vost Marshal General Crowder, the
first to be selected for the cantonments
and camps will be those between nineteen and twenty-on- e
and between thir

Ct
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WHY WOMEN DREAD
OLD AGE

Spohn Medical Co.
Rather Weak.
Claire Is Bob his uncle's only heir?
Jack If he was the old gent would
suffocate In five minutes.

"HARD SKIN" AND
FOOT CALLUSES
Magic! Peel them off without
pain or soreness
l)oii t suffer

I

A tiny bottle of

i'reez-on-

Suffered For Years
e

costs but a few cents at any drug
store. Apply a few1 drops on the
toughened calluses or "hard skin" on
bottom of feet, then lift those painful
spots right off with fingers. Corns also I

d

tare

s,

fliirlns

Hav-rincou-

18.

Back and Kidneys Were in

Bad Shape, But Doan's
Removed all the Trouble.
"My kidneys were so weak that the
least cold 1 caught would affect them
and start my back aching until I
could hardly endure the misery," says
Mrs. D. C. Rohs, 973 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. "In the morning when I
nrnt got up, my nacK
was so lame, 1 could
hardly bend over and
any move sent darts of
pain through my kidneys. It was hard for
me to walk up stairs or
stoop,
and to move
while lying down sent
darts of pain through
"The kidney secre- - MRS R0SS
tions' were scanty and distressing and
the water remained in my system, making my feet and hands swell. There
were dark circles under my eyes and
I became so dizzy I could hardly see.
I had rheumatic pains in my knees and
it was all I could do to get around.
For year, I
in that shape and ,1
wore plasters and used all kinds of
medicine to no avail until I tried
Doon' Kidney Pili. They rid me
of the trouble and strengthened my
back and kidneys. When I have taken
Doan' since, they have always benefited me."
,
fitcorn to before me.
L. N. VAUGHAN4 Notary Public
Got Dean's at Any Star, SO a Bos

iu
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The One to Blame.
"Who eggs Smith on to his non
sense?" "I guess it was that old hen
he married."

Many a man who marries an heiress lives to regret monkeying with a
game.

fjXTZZAg

,

Goshen, Ind. U. S. A.

Cincinnati has it deaf and dumb
barber, but with the aid of a phono
graph he manuges to pull through.

Helf-ferlc-

Czecho-Slovaks-

CtaCit I

Foil Run of Distemper

Peat and Chalk for Fuel.
Peat and chalk are being extensively
used for briquetlng In Canada. Such
fuel has been found efficient and eco-

first-cla-

It

A.'

toward the independence recognized by Great Britain
and America Is encouraging. The exstate was
istence of the Czecho-Slovadeclared by all the Czech deputies la
the Austrian parliament and has now
been indorsed by all of the clergy of
the Bohemian dioceses.
Austria-Hungar-

Don't worry about old age. Don't worry
ibout being in other people's way when
fou are getting on in year,. Keep your
9ody in good condition and you can be ai
pale and hearty in your old dayi ai you
were when a kid, and every one will be
'
(lad to eee you.
The kidney, and bladder are the causea
it senile affliction. Keep them clean and
in proper working condition. Drive the
poisonous waites from the system and
iToid uric acid accumulations. Take GOLD
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsule periodically and you will find that the system will
always be hi perfect working order. Your
spirits will be enlivened, your muscles
made strong and your face hare once
more the look of youth and health.
New life, fresh strength and health will
adepartment
war
The
announced that
tome as you continue this treatment. When
Having given up all the ground they Americans have been landed at Archour first vigor has been restored continue
for awhile taking a capsule or two each
won in their great spring drive, and angel to take part with the other aljay. They will keep you in condition and
finding themselves back on the old lied forces there in fighting the bolshe-vlprevent a return of your troubles.
Hlndenburg line, and In some places
and
There is only one guaranteed brand of
order in northHaarlem Oil Capsules, GOLD MEDAL.
decided
to
well behind It, the Germans
ern Itussia. These troops are from
There are many fakes on the market. Bo
stop their retreat for a while. Marshal some of our northern states and many
lure you get the Original GOLD MEDAL
e
and thirty-six- .
Foch did not fully assent to this deci of them speak Russian. Hitherto the
Imported Haarlem Oil Capsules. They are
The matter of granting deferment the only reliable. For sale by all
sion, but powerful concentrations of only Americans there were marines
,
to registrants because of the work In druggists. Adv.
Hun artillery and reserves In strong and sailors.
engaged
which
utmost
of
are
they
is
coupled
with
torrential
positions,
Moscow
l'etrograd,
In
and other
Caught.
rains throughout Plcardy, brought the cities of Russia proper the bolshevik importance, and the aid of all employ
Senior "I thought that professor
ers In this has been enlisted. The gov
allied offensive almost to a temporary government is struggling desperately
was a bookworm."
Junior "He was
standstill. Not that the fighting by against the
counter- ernment is especially desirous that no
bird
early
of a coed came
an
until
be
Industries
disturbed
essential
shall
and
ceased,
French
for
the
any means
revolutionaries, slaughtering the latter
British kept pressing forward, though mercilessly whenever they fall Into' by the draft, but enough men must be along."
more slowly, and the Germans delivtheir hands. Petrograd is reported to selected to maintain a steady flow of
Important to Mothers
which be given over to massacres and flames registrants to the training camps.
ered desperate counter-attackExamine carefully every bottle of
-- bi
In almost every instance resulted only and to have beep captured by revoltthat famous old remedy
'
as had been .foreseen, here and CASTOrtIA,
ing peasants ; l'aroslav ' and Vologda
in severe losses for them.
for Infants and children, and see that It
observers
expert
begun
of
opinion
Germans
abroad,
an
troops,
the
have
by
been
burned
have
the soviet
It is the
campaign directed
and Mpscow IA threatened with the Intensified
that the halt of the Huns approximately on the Hlndenburg line will be only same fate by Trotsky. Two attempts especially agftinst the transports carry. Signature of
Ing American troops and supplies. Up in Use for Over 30 Tears.
temporary.1 Indeed, it is believed they wereiinade on the life of Doctor
the new German ambassador to to date this has resulted In the torpe- Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
cannot stay there long If ' they
doing of the Mount Vernon, formerly
would, i For many weeks they have Moscow, but he fled back to Berlin.
'
The soviet rulers, persistent shout-er- s the Kronprlnzessln Cecelle, which was
Naturally.
been hastily building new lines of de
for peace without annexations and bringing home wounded and sick sol
"Doesn't he write machine poetry?"
fense farther east, and Marcel Hutln
have Just paid to Gerdiers, and of the Persic, carrying 2,800
In the Echo de Paris says they are now indemnities,
"Yes, It's mostly about automobiles."
many 250,000,000 .rubles, the first InAmerican troops to Europe.' In the
constructing a supreme line from Antstallment of the Indemnity exacted former case the casualties were con.
werp to Mete and are putting the AntYet the man who squanders $2 for
werp forts in defensive condltloa from the unhappy country by the fined to men In' the engine rooms and a marriage license Is not necessarily
the vessel put back to a French port looking for trouble.
Their present line depends on Doual, Huns.
,
In Siberia the allies, with", the under her own steam. All the men on
Cambral, St. Quentln and Laon, and
,'
Chemln
on
Cossacks and loyal the Persic were safely transferred to
(farther to the southeast, the
man
We often hear of a middle-age4e Dames. Douat already was be- Russians, have been making satisfac- the convoying vessels, after which the but never of a middle-agewoman.
tory progress, but the Austro-Germa- n
steamship .was beached on the English A woman Is either young or old.
ing evacuated last week and the airand the bolshevlkl are coast. The submarine whlch.attacked
drome moles east of it were being disputting up so obstinate a resistance it was destroyed by depth charges. In
mantled. The British, fighting fiercethat Japan Is contemplating sending both instances the utmost bravery and When Your Eves Meed
ly and repulsing heavy counter-attacka much stronger force in order to in- coolness were exhibited by the crews
Try
were advancing steadily through
Evs Remedy
No Smarting J out Hy Comfort. Ml cent at
sure the safety of the expedition and and the soldiers aboard.
Pezleres and Gouaeaucourt
IniiH!li3 or mall. Writ for Fres Bre Book.
The British steamship Mlssanabie
ktrjJUMK KXK BKHKDX CO., CHICAGO
and forced a crossing of the Canal du its allies before the winter sets In.
Nord, thus taking the main defense of The Jnpanese government Is convinced also was torpedoed while on her way
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
St. Quen
that the American government will to America for troops and supplies.
Cambral erf tbe aouthwest.
i

Company branch house won't run itself, and
that it is up to the branch house man to
run it properly.
Any branch house man who doesn't
see his work in this light is transferred to
some other place with Swift & Company to
which he is better adapted.
'
They are picked men, these branch
house men. Every time you sit down to a
steak or chop, or cut of roast, you can give a
grateful thought to the whole crew of them.
And remember, in a general way, that
everything that makes life smoother and
more convenient for you.is the result of the
thoughtfulness and effort of a lot of people
of whom you have never heard.

When you peel off corns or calluses
with Freezone the skin beneath Is left
pink and healthy and never sore, tender 'or even irritated. Try Freezone
sure I Adv.

DOAN'S

K?

FOSTER MDJBURN CO, BUFFALO. N.Y.

,-

--

For every man who achieves greatness, there are millions who fa,tf to
v?
have It thrust upon them.
4

Knqalreíorthe

thin Nctot

Break Traxe

Guaranteed

1 i

H WILSON
I saddlery
xa
DENVER

bay bit loads, any railroad
A wise man knows all he tells, bat A I tT ALJLJ
I VK W
station. Writ or wlrn qtmr.titr,
tLtl
but he never tells all be knows.
vrlca.tblpmtnt. be liable. sUkMiu.,Mtkta.j,vi.

Vv

...

I

1

i

s

1

Church Directory

The Spanish American
--

R01BTHICD

AtJÜÜÜT

FEDERAL PRICE COMMITTEES

t7. 191,

Fair Price List

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

I.itcriplioB $1.50

Entered as

seeond-das-

s

For Eastern Mora County

matter at the

postoffice in Roy, New Mexico.

Part9 of Colfax,

,

August 29, 1918
Jobber to
Retailer

This paper has enlisted
with the government mine
cause of America for the
period of the war

3--

'

cwt.
Sugar,
Pinto Beans,
Potaioes,
Onions,

er

-

Raising
.

Prunes,

AdolphP. Hill, who, for the
past seven years has been the
Assistant to the Secretary of
' State and did most of the hard
work when his chiefs were away
doing the honors, aspires to be
the Democratic candidate for the
office this' fall and believes he

assistant.
Personally we are strong for
Mr. Jlill and if we were hiring k
manXto fill the place we would
consider we were getting more
for the money in his experience
than we would be likely to get
from any one else.
!

,.

If you want good Brood mares
buy them at C.E. Hunt's Sale at
Roy Saturday Sept 21st

Anyone who shall wilfully by
writing,
printing,
utterance,
spoken,
language
publication, or
urge, incite, or advocóte any
curtailment of production in this
country of any thing or things,
product or products, necessary
or essential, to the prosecution
of the war in which the United
States may be engaged, with
intent by such curtailment to
.cripple or hinder the United
."States in the prosecution of the
war shall be punished by a fine
of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment for not more than
twenty years or both.

.10

dried,

.18

.14
.20

.12
.07
.12
Tomatoes, 21
Corn, standard, 2s .11
.10
do.
Peas,
:
pinit
.18
Salmon, tall
.05
Milk, baby,
' Milk, family,
MO
.111
Milk, tall,
.30
.Butter,
Eggs,

I

can be elected. He does not
claim that his friends urged him
to run or that he is a good mixer
or any of the other camouflages
often indulged in by candidates,
but simply says he wants the
office and offers his seven years
of service where his judgement
and ability has been as important
in the service of the state as if
he had been chief instead of

do.
Apricots
Peaches,

package,
bulk,

.051
.121

.

2.30
Lard, large
Compound, large 2.80
Breakfast bacon, .40

'

"

"

.10

"

.

.

O. W.

N

.15
.221

.

'

.121

.12
.40

.15- -

.20
.25
.08

.

2.75'

3.25

2.75

3.00

.50

.55

--

Work.,aar

Masses: 8 and 10 a nv
Service at 7 30 p.m.
1

Rev.

ROY,

Priest in charge,

v

Y. P. S. C. E,
President
Miss Lillian Griner, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Rot, N. M every Sundav even-Inf- f
at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

Mrs. O. W. HEARN,

;

LODGE DIRECTORY

only 2.8 per thousand. This report covers both " the American
Expeditionary
Forces and the
training camps at home.
This means that out of each
thousand men underarms during
that period less than three men
died of disease. The greater
odds against death.
Comparative figures covering
thepait wars of the United
States show that in these conflicts disease killed more men
than bullets. The chances were
against the seriously wounded
soldier, as they were against the
man stricken with fever or other
diseases incident to camp life or
congested surroundings..
.

The Adjutant General of the
War Department has requested
the cooperation of the New Mex
ico State Council of Defense m
the Detection of Deserters from
the Army and Navy and De lin- quents, including technical draft
deserters, that is; registrants
who have failed to file question
naires; appear for physical examination, or otherwise comply
with the Selective Service Law.
In addition to having the
County and Community Councils
carry on the work assigned by

the War Department the State industry the verybest State coCouncil is asked to give publicity operation. We must make our
to the activities Of the Depart- natural roads a quick asset by
ment of Justice and other proper system of maintenance.
We should have a revision of
agencies in apprehending deserboundaries.
our
taxation law and I believe in
ters within the State
and
Army;
our State7 endorsing the National
Deserters from the
once
delivered
at
Prohibition Law and bettering
Navy should be
system wherever
post.
educational
to the nearest military
in being
rebelieve
possible. I
All draft deserters will be
local
FAIR to the high and the low,
ported or delivered to the
agent of the Department of to the rich and the poor, to the
Justice. Expenses may be re strong and the weak. I am for
covered from the War Depart Lour Flag, our Boys, President
ment or the Department of Wilson and the State of New
Justice, as the case may be and Mexico.".
in the case of an Army deserter
there is an alternative of a re
E. F. Henry, the Stucco
ward of $50. 00,
wizard, has gone to Clayton
;
.
nmsning nis isummer s
The since
Rant Fe. N. M.. SeDt-1work here. Ho will be back as
sentiment throughout the State soon as there' is another job
for Col. D. K, B. Sellers for ready for him.
on the Democratic
Governor
ticket increasing daily.
"I do not believe in beginning
the campaign until after the
Liberty Loan Drive," said Col.
I am Selling all my Farm!
Sellers, "but immediately .after Machinery consisting of a
that, adoüt the offensive, and go 10-2- 0
Case Tractor,
to it. We must win the War and
c
tanSanders Plow,
Wheat-Drfl- r
in order to aid ih doing so we dem tractor Disc,
we must make an effort to
and Harrow,
the natural resources of the
Will
eive
terms or trade
cy
"
'
State and give the live stock

Th? credit side of the army s
'with ledzer carries a table of
lower and lower percentages.4.1 An
An American soldier toaay lanes
his chance on the firing line
rather than in a hospital, or a
mess hall where impure food is
'
Our armies at home
served.
and abroad are not menaced by
embalmed beef scandals such as
'
occurrred during the Spanish-- ;
-.
American war. Typhoid is almost unknown on battle field and
in training camp. Mortality from
pneumonia 13 remark Diy low,
Social diseases no longer .
menace the effectiveness
,
of Americanarmies.
ofthe
a recent report from
fice of the Surgeon General of
the armv discloses that for the
past twomonth the ayerage death
account of disease was
1

Chamberlains Cough Remdy
This is not only one of the bet and

Visiting Sisters welcome

most efficient medicines for coughs, v
Taken up- -a sorrel horse
colds, croup and whooping cough, but
9001bs, no brand,
ira
is- also tleasant to take, winch
portant when a medicine must be giv- no marks, Prove ownership
en to younsr children. Chamberlain's pay costs and keep, at my
Congo Remedy has been in us for
ranch 25 miles northeast of
many years aud has met Wit! nnch
f aver wherever its good qualities have Roy,
become known. Many mothers have
D. M. VALDEZ,
given it their unqualified endorsement
Kephart, N.M.
Wm. Scrtpy, Chillicnthe, Mo., writes
',1 have raised three children, have
Cough
always used Chamberlain's
to
Someone
WANTED:-- Remedy and found it to be the best
on
for coughs, .colds and croup. It is harvest, Oats, Cane and Corn
pleasant to take. Both adults and chil- shares.' Apply to
dren like it'. My wife and I have alD.M.WAGNER,
ways felt safe from croup with it, in
Chamberlain's Cough
the house."
He Waried to Get Back.
Remedy contains no opium or other
Little Boy Mho has a fear of beteg
, narcotic.
burled alive): "Maramn, if I should
Jle please put me In a vault r.nd put
and wife to a nickel In my pocket, so if I come to
WANTFD:-M- an
life I can get home on a street car."
rs

-

4-di- sc

40-dis-

de-vel-

for young cattle.
See me at the Bank.

C. L. JUSTICE.

,

LAND PLATS of a.I kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
MAPS.
Office Records,

.

work by the month on a farm or
will rent any amount of land ' to
the right party on very favor

Prompt Attention

Cares for both Medical and
Surgical Cases.

,

Roy Garage,

Selling Out

NEWMEX.

I. O. O. F.

-

...

33tf

able terms.

C.N. ROARK

J. B. LUSK

'

J

Apply to CECIL FISHER
AUxrtt, New Mexico J

Clavton New Mex.

Attorney

Recently Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped,

i

Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
Visitors and Correspondence Invited,.

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro, PfopV

,

..

Cams Plumlée
Physician in Charge.
'

ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,
-

at Law

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

i

:

v

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday
Evening
We will give (one Thrift Stamp
Visiting Brothers always welfor $10. in cash" Receipts bearing come.
the Following
Mrlville Floersheim, N. G.
Wm, G. Johnson, Sec'y.
"Save This Receipt"
We will give .one Thrift Stamp
Rebekah Degree
in exchange for $10. in Receipts.
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
J. W, BECK, Mgr.
Miss Lillian Griner. N. G.
Mrs.Grace V. Ogden Sec,y.

Kaiser

8.

The Plumlée Hospital
ROY,

Help Iiill the

.

'.sword.

We also have Cottages with Sleeping Porches,
Separate from the Hospital,, For Tubercular Patients. !

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

PHONE at Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate poiuts. ,
'
Service-Efficient
Exchange,
Roy City
nected.
-

Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

'

ROY

-

,

NEW MEXICO

El Dorado Hotel
.:

Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor.

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in thej!
,
Main Business District

Tourists and

Land-Seeker-

s

Will find this the right place.

iateon

i...

Fi. Felix Vachon,

fe?

Washington,.. D. C. - The
American Army has practically
eradicated the scourge of disease
in nrevious wars caused
more deaths than shrapnel and

'

-

"Proprietor
SSST " NewMex.

,

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
at the Catholic
4th Sundays
'
Roy,
M.
N.
Church.

.40
.40

,.

.

Rate8-

Hearn, Pastor.

Services 11. A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor,

.15
.171

.30
,

Repair

.171

-

.071-

'

At ReasonaDe

8PM."

First Sunday in each month.

Cars Housed and Cared for

1- -3

.

.121
.221

-

baptist

andLlVUKi

.25
,221"
.20
.25

.

r

Roy Garage

.171

.15
.151"
.15
.15

UNIVERSAL. CAR

TH--

3,

MILLS

3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m.

'.15

'.

'

.

.

.

.05

.08

.071

$111

2.60
.47

p.m.

.10

'.04j

,

at the morn,
VIEW

PLEASANT

10.00

9.00

.14

'.40
2.85

month at
4th Sunday of each month , at

First Sunday each Month at

.10
'

2d Sunday of eacb
11 a. m. 8,0,0 PM.

Communion service
ing service.

.35
.174
.121
.15

.13

".121
.13
.131
.20
.06

and Acouroj

ROY
Services

11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.

.10'

'.161

do.

do.

to us dbwtched with Promptness
entrust
YourBusiotws KespeoUully Solicited

CHRISTIAN

.

.

.05
.111

Al Matters

$3.00 to $3,23
1.65
1.50
.03
.07
.01)1
.07
1.65
1.50
: .70
.75
.071
.06i

.

.08!
,04

,031

.

.

Consumer

M5

8.80

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being,
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENTS

Retaier to

,

The Colfax County Democrats
had a dog; and cat time at their
convention held at Springer recently. They have learned' the
same lesson we have learned in
Mora County Viz, that Experienced leaders, when guided only
by experience, are a liability.
What they need and are striving
for is a young leader with perspective and initiative. An old
time stage-drivwa3 all right
in his day, but in a race with a
a modern Cheffeur
super-si- x
is what they need to win the
election.
'

$2.75 to $3.00
Flour, 43s,
1.50
1.38
Flour, 24s,
.07
Flour, bulk, per lb. .06
.05 4
.08
Corn flour, bulk,
1.24
1.40
Corn meal, 24s,
.50
.60
do.
10s, '
..05
.06
lb
do. bulk,
.08
Bread,
.28
.27
Oat Meal, 5s,
.12"
.14
do.
2s,
.071
.03
do.' bulk,
.101 .
.12
Rice,
.08
Pearl Hominy,

.

Your
Christian Churcn.
presence is necessary.
F, É. IVEY SuptJ

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

Thursday,

Prices given below apply to the week commencing

I

at

Mora, New México

V

el

n

Spanish-America-

u

San-Migu-

Any Short Weights or Over Charges to be reported
to Claude L. Wensell, County Food Administrator, at Roy
N. M.
Watch for this list as It will appear waekly in the

-

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

Union Counties.

and

Pr Ytr

and

Tom. JL Taylor, Abstractor

C. U. Strong, County Treasurer,

f

I

V

L

7

TM

Tractor For Sale Public Sales
International
with Emerson

Tractor

12-2- 5

Plow.

6-di-

s
This outfit is in
almost new, Price, $1250.
worth double thlt amount, will
s
trade for large
or
cattle: or will sell it on a years
time, purchaser to secure with
first-clas-

Interesting

con-dititio- n,

work-horse-

real estate.

Six of them,1
Read them all, they are all,

Floersheim Mercantile

Co

AUC.

Roy Sept. 21 st.
SALE
P.
SHARP
TO BEGIN 1:00

'

M

HOOPER TIME THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY

2 Span of the

big-

Col. F. 0. WHITE gest, best Mules

in Ne vv Mexico,

Noted, Tried, Experienced

Auctioneer
If

want the services of an

you

SALESMAN
whose work has always proven
satisfactory, it will make you
Money to consult me before making your SALE DATES.
No Sale too Near or too Far.

Geo. Hepburn,

-

5

miles

Solano, 10 S1E.Roy,

S--

10, A. M.

Stallion Cyrs old, Span of blue

mares 4 and 5 yr3, 9001bs eqch,
áorrel Gelding 6yrs, 11501bs, bay
Mare 7yrs, 12001bs, colt at side,

SECOND-HAN-

soon,2-yr-ol- d

grain drill, new
riding
"moline"
lister' P. and 0.
STOCK TANK
"VAN BRUNT" WHEAT ' riding lister, cultivator, 3 section
DRILL.
harrow, good wagon-boset harHARROW
'
ness.
DISC CULTIVATOR
TWO NEW TANK HEATERS
New
"Abernatby"
kitchen
CULTIVATOR
cabinet,
3 cook stove,
No Sale too Large or Small, TWO SHOVEL
heater,
LISTER CULTVATORS
dresser dining tabel, phonograph
LISTER
OLIVER
You can have SALE BILLS "EMERSON"
LISTER AND libary set, sanitary couch, 25qts
PLANTER
printed and make dates at the
canned and other articles too
P & O
PLANTER

Spanish-America-

Office.

n

TANK-WAGO-

N

Roy

C

x,

C

C

$jj

PS

F. S. BROWN,

M

A. A. PHILLIPS,
White's,

At P.O.

"Big BULL"
has been
used but little, one of the
best makes for either belt or
Traction work,
also a good 3 or 4 Disc Plow
Terms to suit Purchaser.
8-1- 6,

GEO. N. AMES,
2 miles East of Roy.

Farm for Rent
Good Well & improvements
Close in. . See
R. C. GRUNIG.

r

Sept. Z'Ml

WILL SELL AT PUBLIC AUCTION
AT THE F. O. WHITE FARM, 5
MILES EAST, AND 5 NORTH OF
lf,LS. 15 MILES NORTH OF ROY,
N. M., ON
SALE TO BEGIN 10 A. M., SHARP
HOOVER TIME THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY:

s

is

'

d

G

WHITE-FACE-

STEERS
RANGE

1 MULE
HORSES,
J. D. LISTER CULTIVATOR

LISTER
and other articles too numerous
to mention.
TERMS OF SALE
A credit' of 14 months without in
terest on sums over $10.00, Purchaser
giving bankable note or approved Se- surity, bearing 12 per cent interest
from date if not paid when due, 10
pe rcent discount for cash on all sums
over $10.00 if paid on date of sale.
Sums of $10 and under, cash. No
property to be removed until settled
for.
COL. F. O. WHITE,
v Auctioneer, Mills, N. M.
E. G. PARKES, Clerk.
P

I

& O

BROWN HORSE 9 YRS. OLD, WT.
'
1100 POUNDS.
BAY HORSE 8 YRS., 800 LBS.
BAY HORSE, 5 YRS., 750 LBS.
BROWN HORSE, 5 YRS 950 LBS.
3 MILK COWS AND CALVES.
ONE YEARLING HEIFER
EMERSON DOUBLE DISC PLOW
HARROW
P. & O.
J. D.
HARROW x
CULTIVATOR
WOOD BEAM ROAD PLOW
CULTIVATOR
FARM
OUTFIT
ORGAN. DRESSER, CHIFFONEER
SAFE, BEDSTEAD, SPRINGS,
STOVE, TABLE, AND CHAIRS.
AND OTHER ARTICLES TOO
NUMEROUS TO LIST.
C

TWO-SECTIO-

BLACK-SMITHIN-

TERMS OF SALE
A credit of 12 months without interest on sums over $10.00, Purchaser
giving bankable note or approved Security, bearing 12 per cent interest
from date if not paid when Hue; 10
per cent discount for cash on all sums
over $10.00 if paid on date of sale.
Sums of $10 and under, cash. No prop
erty to be removed until settled for.

Cal. F. O. WHITE,
Mills, N. M., Auctioneer,
E. G. PARKES, Clerk.

Notice is hereby given that Alfredo
Abeyta, of Roy, New Mexico, who on
September 28, 1915, made Homestead
Entry, Serial No. 019798 for SV4

Se,

Property:
1 YEARLING HEIFER
3 YEARLING STEERS, MOSTLY
WHITE-FACEWHITE
FACE BULL.
HORSE COLT
YEARLING FILLY
JOHN DEERE LISTER
SADDLE, and other articles too nu
merous to list.
TERMS OF SALE
A credit of 13 months without in
terest on sums over $10.00, Purchaser
eivine bankable note or approved Se
curity, bearing 12 per cent interest
from date if paid on date of sale,
Sums of $10 and under, cash. No
property to be removed until settled
for.
COL. F. O. WHITE,
Auctioneer, Mills, N. M.
W. G. JOHNSON, Clerk.

Ice-cool-

'

hour.
The bubbling cold water fountain Is
one of the most popular advantages
offered the soldiers by the Army "Y"
In the Southern department, which is
composed of Texas, Arkansas,
Louisiana. New Mexico and
Arizona.
Okla-Jiom-

a,

C. E. HUNT,

Roy, Sept. 21st.

L-

i

.

i

.

V

ITS A

SURE

-

WA

FRIEND

THE BEST BOOK YOUR BOY CAN HAVE IS A BANK BOOK.
THERE'S LOTS OF KNOWLEDGE TO BE GAINED BY THE
POSSESSION OF MONEY.
YOU SHOULD TEACH YOUR BOY THE BEST LESSON HE
WILL EVER LEARN "THAT HIS MONEY IS HIS BEST
FRIEND". AND TEACH HIM TO PUT IT SAFE IN THE BANK.
SOME DAY THE BANKER CAN ADVISE HIM HOW TO IN i
VEST IT AND HE WILL BE A RICH MAN.
WE ADD 5 PERCENT INTEREST ON
DEPOSITS.

OR 12 MONTHS

TIME

,

COME TO OUR BANK,

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
In the District Court, County of
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Mora, April Term, A. D, 1918.
August 23, 1918.
Florsheim Mercantile Company
r
Notice is hereby given that Elza D.
No. 2509
vs.
Bartmess, of Mills, Mora County, New Mrs. G. W. Freeman.
You the said defendant, Mrs. G. W.
Mexico, who, on November 22, 1913,
made Homestead Entry, No. 017175, Freeman are hereby notified that a
for SeVt, Section 29, Township 22N, suit on account has been commenced
Range 25E, N. M. P. M., has filed against you in the District Court for
notice of intention to make Final Three the County of Mora, State of New
Year Proof, to establish claim to the Mexico, by said Florsheim Mercantile
land above described", before F. H. Company, asking judgment for the
Foster, U...S. Commissioner, at his sum of One Hundred Sixty-On- e
and
office in Roy, New Mexico, on the 12th Fifty
Dollars. You are
hereby further notified that the folday of October, 1918.
lowing described property belonging
Claimant names as witnesses:
to you has been attached: One house,
T. E. Siler, R. A. Hale, D. C. Horn,
barn and fence and all improvements
R. E. Anderson, all of Mills, New on what is known as your homestead;
Mexico.
that unless you enter or cause to be
PAZ VALVERDE,
entered your appearance in said suit
Register. on or before the 10th day of October,
A. D. 1918, decree PRO CONFESSO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
therein will be rendered against you,
and said property sold to satisfy said
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land judgment.
.
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
,
J. B. LUS'I,
..
August 26, 1918.
l
Roy, New Mexico,
' Attorney for Plaintiff.
' Notice is hereby given that Eliceo
PEDRO A. ORTEG," '
N.
M.,
of
Wagon Mound,
Archuleta,
Clerk.
(SEAL)
i
who on April 21, 1915, made HomeBy THOS G. KAIN,
stead Entry, No. 023376, for Sw
Deputy:
NeU,' EV4 Sw'i, VfYa SeV Section

.

News From

Headquarters
All the official .news of the
State Capital appears first
n the Santa Fe New Mexican.
V

,

'

.

..

.

All

7, EVi Nwy4, NwV

Ne',4, Section 18,
21N, Range 24E, N. M. P.
M., has filed notice of intention to
make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Stanley A. Foufcz, U. S. Commissioner, at Wagon Mound, N. M., on the
16th, day of October, 1918.
Township

i

Subscribe Now to the

Santa Fe
New Mexican
N. M.
Santa Fe, .
50c a month, $6.00 a year

"The wounded who lay In
No Man t Land were left to
perish. The French tried to
rescue them under the Red
Cross flag but weonly sneered
them and shot it to bits.
The Red Cross flag had lost
all its value for us when it
was raised by the French.
Mistrust was nurtured among
us. We were told that the
enemy misused the flag and
jhat'we must shoot down the
men who bore U."

at

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Montoya, of Sabinoso, N. M.,
Jesus Montoya, of Sabinoso, N. M.,
Francisco Samora, Sabinoso, N. M.,
Aniseto Valdez, of Sabinoso, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.
'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
August 26, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that" Jose R.
Torres, of Sabinoso, N. M., who, on
May 19, 1915, made Homestead Entry
Serial No. 023564, for W 'Nwtt, EV4
Section 35, and S
Sett and
S
Swtt, Section 26, Township 17N,
Range 24E, N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intention to make Three Year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, Roy, N. M., on
the 16th day of October, 1918.

Ne,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Ra'món Fresques, Francisco Mora,
Juan Jose Samora, Gerónimo Lujan,
all of Sabinoso,-- N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.
;

a German soldier a confirmation of Prussian "kul-tur.- "
It is only one of the
striking paspgraphs in

Good for Biliousness

Confessions of a
GermanDeserter
The real "inside" story of
Prussian militarism about to
appear in installments in

I

This Newspaper

,

For a Weak Stomach

1918.

is an admission of

i Here

"The ytars ago I t suffered from
frequent attacks of stomach trouble
Seeing Chamberand biliousness
lain's Tablets advertised I concluded
to try them. I improved rapidly."
Emma Verbryke, Lima, Ohio.

Claimant names as witnesses:
. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Ignacio Pacheco, of Wagon Mound,
N. M., Sabino Lopez, of Wagon Mound,
Department of the Interior, U.' S.
N. M., Manuel Valdez, of Wagon
Land Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Mound, N. M., Juan Lucero, of Wagon
August 19, 1918.
Mound, N. M.Notice is hereby given that Harry E.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Evans, of Roy, Mora County, New
Register. Mexico, who, on February, 8th, 1915,
made Homestead Entry No. 019341 for
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Sett Nwtt, Swtt Swtt,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land and Sett, Section 35, Township 21N,
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Range 26E, N. M. P. M., has filed
August 26, 1918.
Final
notice of intention to make
Three Year Proof to establish claim to
Notice is hereby given that Elias the land above described, before F.
Torres, of Trementina, N. M., who, H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
on November 17, 1913, March 27, 1915, office in Roy, New Mexico, on the 16th
made Homestead Application, ' No. day of October, 1918.
020117 and No. 023201, for NV4 Sett,
Claimant names as witnesses:
NV4 SwVi, Section 35, and E
Nwi, J. W. Scott, Neis L. Benson, C. E.
Nett, Section 35 Township 17N, Kidd, Sam Ratcliff, all pf Roy, Mora
Range 24E, N. M. P. M., has filed county, New Mexico.
notice of intention to make Three
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
Year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Eliseo
928
at
C. Cordova, U. S. Commissioner,
Trementina, on the 9th day of October,

New-Mexica-

All authentic news of the
Great War, received over
leased wire from the Associated Press is presented in the
Santa Fe New Mexican, '

Kaiitr'l Onan.

,

.

The activities of all patriotic organizations are reported
fully in the Santa Fe

Miootuovvn
the Red
Cross Flag"

'

EH-Swtt-

ican.

D

Here Is a familiar scene In any Y.
M. C. A. building at our army camps.
water "bubblers" quench
the thirst of thousands of soldiers,
and during a "run" on the fountains
the "water line" often extends across
"
;
. the building.
The Army T. M. C A. Is the enlisted man's club, where he may read,
write letters, buy stamps and post
cards, have bundles wrapped free of
charge, get money orders, play games,
and meet his comrades for a social

Get Your

I will sell at Public Auction, at the

12 COWS

"

G

Stock Yards, ROY, Sep. 26.

Ada Cowart

STOCK YARDS, ROY. N. M.
Sale to Begin 2:30 P. M., Shar- pHoover Time the following

-

I WILL SELL AT PUBLIC AUCTION, AT MY RESIDENCE, 7 MI.
WEST, 4 NORTH OF MILLS, 5 MI.
SOUTHWEST OF ABBOTT, ON
SALE TO BEGIN 10 A. A. SHARP-HOO- VER
TIME THE
PROPERTY

the fresh political gossip
of tlie State Capitel appears
first in the Santa Fe New Mex

r I Mrs.

,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
August 23, 1918.

F'

,

MILLS, SEPT. 28th.

CATTLE.

.

ZX- -

E

A.L.EARLEY,

3 WORK

km

:;.;.,.::.

HIGH-GRAD-

3 SHORT-YEARLIN18 RED

IE
rt.

MY HERD OF
DAIRY COWS, COMPRISING
NINE EXTRA JERSEY MILK COWS
'
3 to 8 years old
14 GOOD JERSEY COWS,
2 to 3 years old
Fresh this Fall and Winter
4 COMING
JERSEY HEIFERS
1 EXTRA MILK COW, 6 YRS,
Fresh in Spring
ONE 8 YRS, THE SAME
1 KKD IU)A
DURHAM COW
3 years old.
2 RED DURHAM HEIFERS 2 Yrs.
REGISTERED JERSEY BULL,
4 years old.
4 LONG YEARLING STEERS

'

AT THE FOUNTAIN

TOY" -

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

D

I

-

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

ft

i

--

Tractor for Sale

.

Mexico.

'

'

HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, and other articles too numerous to list
A credit of 14 months without interest on sums over $10.00, Purchaser
giving bankable note or approved Security, bearing 12 per cent from date
if not paid when due; 10 per cent disHe Patronizes Me!
count for cash on 11 sums over $10.00
if paid on date of sale. Sums of $10
and under, cash. No property to be
REFERENCES:
removed until settled fór.
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
COL. F.' O. WHITE,
Roy, N. M.
Auctioneer, Mills, N. M.
.
Clerk.
JOHNSON,
G.
W.
Bank,
Citizens State

Mills, N.

e

- i. S.

.

no-ti-

Section 24, Township 20N, Range 27E,
and Lots 4 and Sw SeVi, Section 19,
Township 20N, Range 28E, N. M. P.
M., has filed notice . of intention to
make Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, benumerous to list.
TWO BEAN HARVESTERS
fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
TERMS A credit of '14 months will at Roy, N. M., on the 11th day of
DRAG HARROW
be given on All Sums Over $10, pur October, 1918.
PLOWS
3 DOUBLE-DIS'
S00 FENCE POSTS
chaser giving bankable note, no in
Claimant names as witnesses:
GASOLINE TANK , terest if paid when due; if not paid
when due to bear 12 per cent interest
HEREFORD MILCH COW
David Ledoux, Pat Ledoux of Roy.
FIVE 5 GALON CANS OF BLACK from date. A discount of 10 per cent N. M., Jose E. Arguello, Noe Lucero,
ROOF PAINT, LARGE QUANTITY will be .given for Cash on all sums of Albert, N. M.
S
LUMBER,
over $10. Sums of $10 or less, cash.
OF SECOND-HANPAZ VALVERDE,
DIMENSIONS, LARGE LOT No property to be removed until set
Register.
CORRUGATED
tled for.
V
OF SECOND-HANSOME
IRON, HEADER-BARGNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

New Mexico..
pwq 9i saysyn

New

TANK.

12-dis-

T

Nw,

good young stock.

WAGON
AND

D

'

cows,

4

.1

Notice is hereby given that Roy R,
Watts, of Mills, Mora Co., New Mexico,
who on January, 26th, 1915, made
Homestead Entry, No. 018702, for
Lot. 3, Section 18,
SeV; NeV4
Township 22N, Range 25E, New Mexico, Principal Meridian, has filed

of intention to make Final Three
Year proof to establish claim to the
black land above described, before F. II.
2 black yearling Fillies,
Mare 8vrs. 9001l;s. sorrel Mare. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
colt at side, bay horse 5yrs, 1100 office in Roy, New Mexico, on the 10th
1 yearling day of October, 1918.
2 twoyr-ol- d
Mules,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mule, all good, gentle work stock
John Haner, JamesBakerR. A,
4 good milk cows, calces all side, Hale, A. A. Hurford, all of Mills, New

fresh
Span Horses, 2 sets heavy durham
bred, 4 yearling
heifer,
Leather Harness.
heifers, 4 yearling steers, all
NEW MANDT WAGON,
1

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
SOLANO, SEPT. 25th
Umce at Uayton, New Mexico,
August 23, 1918.
At Mrs. E. J. Hepburn's farm

at

I WILL SELL AT PUBLIC
TION, AT MY RESIDENCE

APANIftH-AME-

The great relief afforded by Cham
berlain's Tablets in a multitude of
cases hs fully proven the great value
of thix preparation for a weak stomach
and impaired digestion. In many cases this relief has become permanent
and the sufferers have been completely
restored to health.

The
Confessions of a
German Deserter

Written by a Prussian Officer n
Who Participated In the
Ravaging and Pillaging
of Belgium
Ooprrif bt bj Detroit r ra

Fm

i

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

'

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N. Mex.

THE

FOREIGN

All EPITOME OF

Explorer Stefansson Is on bla way
from Dawson, Y. T., to Victoria, B. C.
A German regiment, the Twenty-fifth- ,
mutinied at Cologne, Aug. 81, ac
cording to the Amsterdam Telegraaf.

LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OP THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALLSOURGES
DOINGS, ACHIEVEMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

SAYINGS,

-

WMUrn

Noipipu

Unios :

SPANISH-AMERICA-

B.rvle

ABOUT THE WAR
The village of Travecy, near the
loutheru end of the main Htndenburg
line, was captured by the French.
Tchltca, the capital of fransbalkala
and 270 miles east oí Irkutsk, baa been
captured by Cecho-81ovaforces.
British troops have captured the
towns of Vermand, Attllly and Venidles, all on. the front, northwest of
6t. Quentln.
In Flanders the Germans have been
successful in local encounters' near
Armentleres and In the region of La

Bassee canal.
Dispatches received by English
newspapers through Helsingfors an
nounce that Petrograd has been taken
by the
Additional American troops have
' landed at Archangel,
northern Russia, to aid the other allied forcea in
the putting down of the disturbed condition in that region.
Italian troops have penetrated the
Austro-tingarían positions at
the Italian war office announced. An enemy assaulting party
on Monte Asolone was put to flight.
Already aljied airmen are heavily
bombing the Moselle region around
Mets and Us outlying fortifications.
The maneuveringa on the west front
around Cambral and St. Quentln are
flot lost sight of by reason of the present American offensive.
The American First army has carried out the initial task assigned to it
the leveling of the famous St. Mlhlel
salient In Lorraine. In a little more
than twenty-fou- r
hours not only had
the task been accompllnhed, but Gen.
Pershing's men had all the Important
towns, villages and strategic portions
In the sector within their hands, and
were standing on the banks of the Moselle river at Pagny, looking across
the stream Into German territory.
And the southern outer fortifications
of Metz, the great German stronghold
In Lorraine, were only four miles dis
tant Beginning In the northwest and
crossing the salient eastward, Fres-nes- .
Les Eparges, Hattonvllle, Preny
and Pagny and all the ground lying
between them are in American hands,
In addition, along the eastern side of
the heights north of Hattonvllle, the
Americans have debouched from the
bill region and are astride the railroad
running from Commercy to ' Verdun.
Likewise the Thlacourt-Metand Nan
railroad! are In American
hands.

e,

x

cy-M-

WESTERN
Learning by experience that the
government Is keeping faith with
aliens of friendly nations, the Russian
Molokans, who have a colony near
Glendale, fifteen miles from Phoenix,
Aris., and who created such commotion In the first draft by refusing to
allow their young men to register, saw
a great light Sept. 12, and not only
registered, but volunteered so to do.
Some of the elders of the church
asked Secretary Wyant of the Phoenix
local board to come and register them,
which he did, adding fifty-threto the
list.
Miss Jeannette Rankin, defeated In
the last primary for the Republican
nomination by Dr. C. M. Landstrum,
will make the race for United States
senator from Montana as candidate
of the National party.
e

WASHINGTON
About 13,000,000 men, from 18 to 45,
registered on the 12th.
A troop ship with 2,800 American
soldiers on board was torpedoed. All
bands were saved. The troop ship
was beached.

WESTERN

PEACE PARLEY

Gathered From All Over

The newswapers announce that Lieut.
Nungesser, the French aviator, has
scored his .forty-fourtofficial aerial
victory.
According to L'Eclair, Emperor
William of Germany
has been extremely profuse In his bestowal of thn
Jron cross. .
Dispatches from Kiev report that
the peasants in revolt have wiped out
the German garrison In the village of
Brusllvoka.
Dr. Carl Peters, a Qermanand famous as an African explorer, died
Sept. 10 In Germany, according to
dispatch received from Brunswick.
Rear Admiral A. V. RHzozoff, former commander-in-chie- f
of the Russian naval forces in the Baltic, was
murdered In Petrograd, according to
a dispatch from Helsingfors.
Lieut. Cecile Healy, a widely known
Australian swimmer, was killed by, a
bullet on the Sorume battlefield Sept.
1, according to Paris Le' Journal.
The
lieutenant led a party of 50ff swimmers across the Somme, enveloped the
enemy positions and captured, Mont
St. Quentln, the key to Pcronne..
Reports from Petrograd state that
Maxim Gorky, the Russian author and
revolutionary, has accepted the- post
of: director of Bolshevik propaganda.
The reporfs' add that Gorky declared
that the, attempt on the life of the
Bolshevik premier, Lenine, caused him
to decide to cooperate with 'the Bolshevik government.
President Polncare of France visited
the front to observe the conditions of
the troops in the xone newly liberated, and particularly those regions
where the enemy carried out systematic destruction before retiring. Accompanied by Generals Fayolles and
Humbert, he Inspected Chauny,
Nesle, Gulscard and Ham.

now

AUSTRIA ASKS

Pithy News Items

New Mexico
Wwtirn Newspaper Union Ntwt B.rvlc
COMINU KVENTS.
Oct 1 Annual meeting- New Mexico
'ubllo Health Annoclutlon at Albuquerque.

Weitern Nf wip.p.r Union N.wa Service,
Metal Market Prices.
Bar silver, $1.01 V4; copper, $26.62V4;
lead, $8.05; spelter, $8.89; tungsten

I
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'FORGE TO LIMIT' REPLY concentrates, unit,

Hagerman is to have a branch of
the Episcopal Church.
The Methodists at Hope have
bought a new parsonage.
AMERICA AND ALLIES TO 8TAND
Lee Trammell, Guadalupita, was
BY DEMANDS OF WILSON IN
killed In action in France.
BALTIMORE ADDRESS.
Two business buildings were destroyed by fire at Cuervo.
Cotton prospects In the Carlsbad W.it.rn Ntw.pap.r Union
Nwt Service.
section are the best In years.
Sept.
16.
Amsterdam,
Three boys, brothers, at Yeso, are
government invites all belligknitting socks for the Red Cross.
governments to meet in a neuerent
A bumper crop of pinto beans is
tral place at a time to be determined
predicted In the Springer section.
to "secure an expression ot views
Magdalena voted bonds for the con which would show- whether those prestruction of a new schrJol building,
requisites exist which would make
l,Cpwgill of Columbus Is' the speedy inauguration ot peace. ne, Everett
dead from wounds received In France. gotiations appear promising." The proTen young women at' Gallup have posal calls for all belligerents to send
registered for the U. S. nurses' re- delegates to a "confidential and unwinding discussion: on the basis prin'
serve.
Thómas V; Freeman,- a former resi- ciples for the conclusion of peace.
dent of Springer, committed suicide at It suggests there be no interruption
of the war. The Holy See and all
Dawson.
.' '',neutral nations .also will, be notified.
Claude Walker, son of the owner of
An official statement ' from Vienna
the light plant, was severely burned making the above announcement
has
at Farmlngton. '
been received here.
Justlniano Gutierrez of Cuba is the
new head Of the Northwestern StockWashington, Sept. 16. Germany's
men's Association. f ,.
latest peaoe feeler, advanced through
There 'will be 978 delegates in the Austria, it was officially stated, best
Republican state convention, which is finds its answer in President Wilson's
Baltimore speech delivered last April,
to be held in Santa Fé. "..
school
The
authorities at Lucy have i "Force, force to the utmost, force
ordered two auto hacks to haul ttle without stint or limit; the righteous
and triumphant force which shall
pupils to and from school.
right
law of the world, and
Attorney General Harry L. Patton, make every the
cast
selfish dominion down in
in an opinion, states that the
SPORT
the dust."
Manager Ed Barrow of the world's Albuquerque street railway fare is ilThat was the President's answer
champion Red Sox will go to France legal.
then, and, it was reitera ted,.. Is his
next season if the war continues.
J. E. Braxton of Santa Fé county answer now.
Total attendance and receipts of the Was granted
ramnlnt nurifnn nA
world series game on the last day fol- restored to citizenship by Governor
lows: Total attendance, 15,238; total W. E. Llndsey.
EXPOSE BOCHE AGENTS
receipts, $19,795; national commisLouis Ihfeld was elected president
sion's share, $1,979.50;
each club's of the New Mexico and Arizona Hide
U. 8. Shows that Lenine and Trotxky
share, $8,907.75.
Dealers 'Association at a meeting held
Were Kaiser's Revolt Tools
Verlie Patchen, sired by Roy Patch-e- in Albuquerque.
In Russia.
and driven by Palln, romped off
The Sept. 1 estimates on condition,
Washington. Proofs removing any
with the Hotel Planklngton stake for acreage and production
of crops In doubts that Lenine and Trotzky, the
a purse of $5,000, the feature event at New Mexico are not so
favorable as Bolshevik leaders, are paid German
the Great Western meeting- at tho they were a month ago.
agents If any doubts remain were
Wisconsin State Fair at Milwaukee.
Word reached Albuquerque
that laid before the world Sunday by the
She won in straight heats.
John Turner, a member of Company E, United States government in the first
Members of the Chicago Cubs will 160th Infantry,
the 83rd brigade and Installment of an amazing series of
not get round shouldered from carry- 42nd
division, was killed in action on seven official documents, disclosed
ing their end of the world series
July 30.
through the committee on public inmoney. Instead of the customary wad,
Call for a convention' to "win the formation.
each got $574.62, the loser's end. The
Secured in Russia by American
Cubs shared with six men who did war for a permanent peace," has been
not take part in the series. They set issued by Governor Llndsey to be held agents, these documents not only
government
aside $1,000, Trainer Brady getting Sept. 23 in the high school auditorium show bow the German
through its imperial bank paid Us gold
$300, and the rest belne SDlIt between at Albuquerque.
Six hundred members of the Albu- to Lenine, Trotzky and their immediAlexander, Kilduff, Daly, Elliott and
querque lodge of Elks have Joined one ate associates to betray Russia into
Aldridge, now of the army.
deserting her allies, but give added
big War Savings Society, each memGENERAL
ber pledging himself to save regularly proofs, if any be necessary, that GerGov. Charles S. Whitman of New
for the purchase of Thrift and War many had perfected her plans for a
York received a total of 295,471 Re- Savings
war of world conquest long before the
Stamps.
publican votes in the recent general
assassinations at Sarajevo, which, as
Early
frost
a
and
disease resem- the world is now convinced, convenprimaries, and Merton E. Lewis, his
bling
blight
will have the effect of cutopponent, 118,879, according to the
iently furnished her pretext
primary results announced by Secre- ting the yield of Irish potatoes from
These documents further show that
the
lands
of
the
farmers in the Zuni
tary of State Hugo.
before
the world war was four months
mountains' to about 50 per cent of
William Grissom, a private in 157th
old, and more than two years before
It was last year.
what
(Colorado) Infantry, was convicted of
the United States was drawn into it,
The eighth fire which occurred at
murder by a general
l
Germany already was setting afoot her
at
San Diego, Cal., last May, it was an- Carlsbad in the past few weeks was plans to "mobilize destructive agents
nounced upon receipt of orders from that which destroyed the residence of and observers" to cause explosions,
Washington commuting his sentence Joe James, occupied by the family of strikes and outrages Jn this country,
from that of hanging, imposed by the Jules Baker. The loss is estimated at and planned the employment of "ancourt, to life imprisonment. The com- is.ouo, with $500 In furniture.
archists and escaped criminals" for
Two hundred thousand acres of the purpose.
mutation was by order of President
grazing
and agricultural land in the
Wilson. Grissom and Horace St. John
They disclose a new story of human
Clark, a private In the same regiment, state have been freed from the prairie treachery for gold which might alwere convicted Jointly of the murder dog pest, according to Dr. S. E. Piper most well be described without sacriof Francis M. McCrary, a chauffeur, of the biological survey who predicts lege as placing its perpetrators on a
the theft of his automobile, and de- that they will be entirely eliminated pedestal with Judas and his thirty
by 1920.
,
sertion.
'
pieces of silver.
Springer Is to have a creamery.
Newton D. Baker, the American secADVANCE AT ST. QUENTIN.,
retary of war. with several other no
Felix Jones may not serve his sentables, witnessed the beginning of the tence for the killing of Thomas Lyons
Yankee Army Pushes Toward Metz on
oattie by Americans from a French of Silver City. The authorities of DalLine Under Fire of Port.
fort close behind the. middle of the las county, Tex., want him to be given
London, Sept. 16. The British have
line.
.
them that he may stand trial for the captured Malssemy, northwest ot St.
Creation of the "Grand Army and killing of Florence Brown In Dallas, Quentln, together with the trench sysNavy Union of the Allied Nations" Is in 1913.
tem to the southeast and east of that
one of the DroDoaitlons to be consid
Judge Herbert F. Raynolds of Albu- place. Field Marshal Haig makes this
ered by the national convention of the querque, in the District
Court, granted announcement in his night report.
Army and Navy Union In session at Mrs.
Helen M. Wood a divorce from
Atlantic City, N. J.
Paris. "South of the Olse," says the
John A. Wood. The couple had been
The Germans have lost 500.000 men married for thirty-threyears and war office announcement Sunday
In the last month, 300,000 of whom have raised a family
of five children, night, "we maintained our positions
were killed, accordine to the Ex- - all of whom are married.
against violent counter attacks. we
change Telegraph Company. So low
captured the plateau east of Vauxail-IoGovernor
Llndsey has issued the
r
has the German
become
and the crest northeast of
that the 1920 class is expected on the following notarial commissions; John
The prisoners taken by us
W.
Green,
Hillsboro;
Alfonso Vigil,
firing line daily.
Saturday morning exceed 3,500."
since
The number of Drisoncrs taken hv Taos; J. J. Rogers. Des Moines: Frank
the Americans In flattening out the Gumm, Jr., Raton; Emil O. Christian
London. Gen. Pershing's army, ac
St. Mlhlel salient Friday numbered sen, Raton; H. L. Hall. Chama, and cording to' Sunday afternoon's news,
13,300, Gen. Pershing reported vin his Esther M. Barton, Santa Fé.
is making fine progress. Since
There la on foot a movement to
communique, received at the War Deafternoon It has advanced from
partment. No mention was made of have the Magdalena section of Sooor-r- two to three miles on a
county go before the session of the
the number of guns and other booty
front, and the fortress guns of
captured. The enemy. Gen. Pershing state Legislature this winter and ask Metz have come Into action against It.
said, Is retiring before the steady ad- that Socorro county, nerhans th hi.
The American line at noon Sunday
vance of the Americans and Is de gest in the United States, be cut in ran through Norroy, on the Moselle;
stroying large quantities of materials half and that a new county be formed Haumont, Doncourt and to Abaucourt,
with Magdalena as the, ounty seat.
as ne goes.
on the old line.
Seven New Mexican names appear
Eugene V. Debs, four times Social- in the casualty lists made 'public by
1st candidate for President of
After Murderere of Two Policemen.
States, was found euiltv at the War Department They afe: Jose
Denver, Sept. 16. Pursuit of the
Cleveland, Ohio, on three counts of L. Herrera, Cuba; Dean D. Holloman, band of trains robbers and bandits
violation of the espionage act. The Artesia; LIbareto.
- Jaramlllo, Zuntf whose two days' reign of terror In
maximum penalty of each count Is Baltazar Baca, Villanueva; Charles Denver and Colorado Springs culmin"
twenty years' Imprisonment and a Bell, Pieache, and William A.
murder of Chief of DetecSocorro, all missing in action. ated inthe
fine of $10,000.
W. Rowan of Colorado
Sheriff
Lopez of Santa Fé, ar- tives John
Kelso
Gen. Pedro A. Diaz will be the new
Friday
afternoon and the mur-de- r
Springs
president of Panama to fill out tho rested Antonio Romero, aged 46 years,
Luther McMahlll of
Patrolman
of
unexpired term of the late President of Pojoaque, and lodged him in the the Capitol Hill substation bortly aftcounty
on
Jail
the charge of killing
Dr. Ramon M. Valdez, according to
er 8:30 a'clock Saturday morning,
the decision reached by the majority Julian de 'la RIvas, aged 44 years, at
Already four members of the
Pojoaque.
alleged
It
is
that Romero actual gang of robbers, three men and
members of the national assembly at
struck Rivas with a bar of Iron.
Pspama.
cne woman, are under arrest.
Austro-Hun-garla-

-
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-

-
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No-yo-
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court-martia-
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Another IGOO.000,000 block of treasury certificates of Indebtedness, the
sixth
Issue, was announced,
by the Treasury Department.
Money saved by automobile owners
through not using their cars on Sunday should be invested In War Savings
Stamps or Liberty Bonds, says an official sermonette issued by the Treasury.

The administration measure designed to stimulate the sale of Liberty
Bonds by making a larger amount of
them held by Individuals and corporations free from federal taxation was
passed by the House without a dissenting vote.
Provost, Marshal General Crowder
announced that the first call to the
colors ot men; who registered Sept. 12
will Include men 19 and 20 and 32 to
26, inclusive.
' A nation-wid- e
effort to round up
men who failed to register for the
draft will be started immediately by
a specially organized corps 6f Department of Justice agents.
President Wilson signed the Joint
resolution passed by Congress, empowering him to establish prohibition
sones around shipyards, munitions
factories and other war industries.
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After Being Relieved of Or
ganic Trouble by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable ' ,
Compound.

OF BELLIGERENTS

SOUGHT TO DETERMINE BASIS
FOR ENDING WAR,

)

$24.50.

Arizona.

The Consolidated Arizona Copper
Company, at Mowry, has Just received
an engine and hoist.
Rich silver ore has' been taken from
the Etta mines at Kingman. These
mines have recently been reopened.
'
Inspiration Copper Company August
production totaled 9,000,000 pounds
against 9.000,000 pounds In July and
10,300,000

In June.

;

Stations are being cut on the 1,200-folevel in the Gadsden shaft and
crosscuttlng westward toward the con
tact will be under way soon.
..

r

Colorado,
A carload of concentrates froin the
Slide flotation mill at Gold Hill was

..,.''

shipped recently;
The Grairite Gold Mining Company
of Cripple Creek hag taken a bond and
lease on a copper property in óunnl-so- n
county.
,1'
. .'
The Patterson Bradley Leasing
Cbmpany ' at Cripple " Creek has
awarded a contract to crosscut from
the thirteenth level of the Orpha .May
mine to the Specimen property ad
'
joining.
Much, new machinery is being in
stalled on the Overland and Eureka oil
leases west of Pueblo and drilling will
commence in a short time. Two Elec
tric lighting plants will be constructed
which will enable drilling crews to
operate at night.
A new tipple Is under construction
at the Lennox mine south ot Mllner
belonging to the Federal Coal Company. The new structure will be completed in thirty days and will, accom
modate an Increased output of about
200 tons of coal a day.
Reports from Cripple Creek show
that mining operations are quiet, principally because of the scarcity of la
bor, though many ot the mining men
attribute the stagnation to the price
of gold. One mining man said that if
the government fixed $100 as the gold
bonus that this, coupled with silver,
would see much activity In all min
ing districts of the state despite the
high cost of operation.
Stockholders of the Cresson Consol
idated Mining Company of Cripple
Creek received checks for the month
ly dividend totaling $122,000. Accom
panying these checks was a statement
from A. E. Carlton, president of the
company, announcing that the Cree
son mine in July produced profits
amounting to over $14,000 in excess of
the dividend and also that the ore reserves had been largely added to during that month.
'

.

Montana,
oil companies are now operating in the oil shale districts, principally in Colorado and Utah, according to latest advices received by the
Fifty-fou-

-

600 CHICKENS

MINING AND OIL
NEWS

CONFERENCE

RAISES

r

'

"I

took Lydia E. Pink.
Oregon, 111.
Dam Vegetable Compound for an or
ganic trouble which)
pulled me down until I could not Dutm
foot to the floor and
could scarcely do my
work, and as I live
on a small farm and

raise six hundred

chickens every year
it made it very bard

forme.
"I saw the
advertised in
our naner. and tried
i
i
it It has restored
my health so I can do all my work and
I am so grateful that I am recommend
Ing it to my friends." Mrs. D. M.
Alters, R. R. 4, Oregon, 111.
Onlywomenwhohavesuffered thetor-tur- es
of such troubles and have dragged
along from day to day can realize the
,
relief which this famous root and
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, brought to Mrs. Alters.
Women everywhere in Mrs.
should profit by her recommendation, and if there are any complications write Lydia E. Pinkham't
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., for advice.
The result of their 40 yean experience
is at your service.
Com-pou-

.

herb-remedy-

Alters-conditio-

n

One Lack.

"He's a rann of Iron. Isn't her
"Yes, but he's not well tempered."
Baltimore American.
"
Soft, Clear Skins.
Night and morning bathe the face-witCutlcura Soap and hot water. If
!here are pimples first smear thenv

h

rttb Cutlcura Ointment For free
ples address, "Cutlcura, Dept X,

samBos-:on-

."

Sold by druggists end by malL
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.

Proper Treatment
"That singer's notes are guttural."
"Then they ought to be curbed.
Baltimore

American.

Red Cross Bag Blue mates the Hundreif
happy, inaket clothes whiter than enow.
All good grocers.
Adv.
HARDLY WHAT YOU EXPECTED
Story Reads Like Opening Lines of
Elinor Glyn Novel, but You Will
Find It Isn't

It

an
'

would have been the night
had Chrlstnms fallen on
Hie following day. However, It didn't-B- ut
no matter. She was expectant:
:hat he would come thnt night to make-le- r
a proposal. Things niunt be talked
ver. She wondered how her husband
nould feel If the worst enrae to the
n'orst.
He arrived. She led hlra into the
jnrlor and bade him be seated. Not
i word was exchanged for a moment-Sh- e
looked townrd the door expect-intlbut In vain. Then she turned!
)er gnze on the mnn. How old
how careworn I
He met her gaze. He did not flinch.
He opened his mouth as if to eneak- ut his lips closed again as he heard'
footsteps appronchlng the door.
entered the room.
"1 have been thinking It over," sal
he man, as the husband took a seat
lear him, "and I don't see how I
paper the dining room an
titchen for less than $15." Indlnnapo-i- s
News.
before-Christm-

y,

i

d

geological survey.
The bureau ot mines, in a recent
bulletin, states that the capacities of
the oil sands in the various oil fields
of the United States are from five to
ten times greater than the quantities
of oil commonly extracted from them.
The porphyry copper companies-Ut- ah,
People in the world are so much,
Chino, Ray and Nevada declared the same dividends as paid in illke that if you find fault with one-ro- u
hit a thousand.
the last quarter Utah, $2.50 a share;
.
Chino, $1; Ray, 75 cents, and Nevada,
Many a man's orglnality Is due to eu
75 cents. The dividends are payable
iefecilve memory.
Sept. 30 to stock of record Sept. U.
can-osslb-

'

'

New Mexico.

The Great Eágla fluorspar mine
near Lordsburg is now producing 200
tons per week.
Eight cars of bullion were recently
shipped from the Mogollón Mines
Company

at

Mogollón.

The new mlll'of the Socorro Mining Company at Mogollón is running
smoothly. A large part of the mine
crew was lost during the
occasioned by the burnlne of the mill.
However this shortage is gradually
being decreased.
The Oaks Company have finished
the sinking of their central shaft and
development will be started in both
directions from the fourth level, entering the Maud S, the Eberle and
Clifton mines. Regular production
will be started within a few, weeks.
The Great Eagle fluorspar, mine located near Red , Rock on the lower
Gila continues to ship about four cars
per week of high grade spar, principally to San Francisco, one car of,
nearly pure grade going to Chicago
each week. This material grades
97.97 per cent calcfluorlde.
shut-dow-

n

Wyomlno,.
In the Rock Creek field the present
Indication are that there will be a production eventually of 2,000 barrels a
day.
;
...
- ,.
In the last three weeks the Ohio
company, drilling for the Merrltt and
in which both companies
are Interested, has brought In two wells on
Section 10 of the Big Muddy field.
Each of the wells has a production of
600 barrels a day and from present indications, they will keep this up, as
there are no signs of subsidence.
.

mr;
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Take

POSTUM!
you hear it more
and more when one
is asked what he'll
have for his morrv
in

drink.

Delightful aroma

and taste.and freedom from the dis-

comforts that

rfo

with coffee.
Nourishing healthful, economical.
NoWaSTE

at all

an important item
these days. Give
INSTANT P0STUM

atrial.
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Raising óf Mam) Sunken
Ships by England Helps
to Defeat, the German
I

I

Submarine Campaign
..."

,

...

,

-

fc

i

UILDINO., new ships to replace
losses is not the only way to defeat
the Gorman submarine campaign.
Saving ships that have been, damaged, lifting those, even, that have
been sunk, and restoring them to
seagoing condition, are among the
FIELD OF PEANUTS GROWN FOR FORAGE IN TEXAS.
methods which have gradually been
Prepared by the United States Depart- -' peanut hay with a value of at least
Improved In England as the strin
ment of Agriculture.)
gency of the shipping shortage be$20,000,000.
The peanut Is one of the more imThe peanut is especially valuable as came greater each month. The reason why the
portant crops grown In the South for a crop to be grown for feed W the British authorities were not fully equipped to
feeding to hogs, thousands of acres drier sections of the Southwest, where raise every ship that was sunk from the very
being grown for that purpose. Few, It Is Impossible to grow corn to advanstart of the war Is purely commercial. Salving
ew ones costs
If any, crops will produce more pounds tage. Peanuts will withstand drought ships costs money. Building
of pork on on acre of land or produce better than most farm crops. In some money. So long as the cost "of salving was equal
A good regions where corn will not produce or even slightly In excess of the cost of building,
It at a lower cost per pound.
rrop of peanuts will produce at least live bushels per acre, peanuts have so long it was not worth the while of owners to
400 pounds of pork per acre, and if proved very satisfactory. The crop Is order salvage operations Just so long were in,
ft...
s ,4 f
",...'.....,,
.
,
.
the hay Is harvested before turning the of value also on land carryldg a considi,
i
vention and progress In the art of salvage de"
ii
'
'
ihogs Into the patch It will practically erable percentage of alkali.
layed. When the salving of ships became urgent
from pea- In the course of 1910 inventors of new applipay the cost of growing. In addition
Peanut meal, a
nut oil manufacture, is a highly con- ances and new methodssalvage experts of many
to the profit on the pork, the
capacity of the soil will be centrated feed. The meal made from years standing, sét their brains to work, and the
materially Increased, due to the addi- shelled nuts contains about 45 per cent result is that today ships cau be raised and retion of humus and nitrogen. This is protein, 6 to 9 per cent fat, and 23 paired from positions that two' years ago 'would
very Important, as much of the land to 24 per cent carbohydrates. Meal have been abandoned as hopeless. ..." .
!
?
in the peanut growing sections is de- made from the unshelled nuts contains
.'
As showing how need simulates invention, 1
ti
f
k
ficient In both. By making successive about 30 per cent protein, 6 to 9 per may instance a discovery In chetnistry which
Ii
.
plantings of peanuts at Intervals of 15 cent fat, and 21 to 22 per cent carbo- has proved to be of thq utmost value in salvage
hydrates. The meal from shelled nuts work, writes H.'C. Ferraby in Country Life. It
to 30 dn y s It is possible In most
of the South to have peanuts has about the same feeding value as Is obvious that when a ship,'-ladewith grain,
available for the hogs from midsum- cottonseed meal, and can be nsed for beef, or other perishable stuffs, gets water-loggeIn
With the shortmer until 'the end of November.
the same purpose.
with seawater, something very' unpleasant is gopasturing hogs on peanuts It is best to age of feeds. high In protein the de- ing' to happen to her cargo. In point of fact, it
.
AA
.
confine them to small areas by using mand for peanut meal at a good price turns into
poison-ga- s
factory. Grain
miniature
to
let
It produces' sulphuretted hydrogen, and the salvage
will probably exceed the supply.
portable, fences, rather than
Ihem have the run of the whole field. Is especially valuable for dairy cattle men who stumble on .a pocket of that in a
and hogs and has been used to furnish beached ship would be seized with violent sickPlant Between Corn Rows.
a large percentage of the protein in ness, would be partially blinded for some time,
In some sections of the Southern a home-mixe-d
In fact,
horse feed.
states the peanut is planted between one large farmer has been using pea- and would turn a dull leaden color in the face.
Experiment brought an antidote to1 this trouble,
time
the
at
corn,
either
the rows of
nut meal for several years for feeding
the corn Is planted or at the last cul work horses and claims. that It Is the and now the cargo of a ship that Is to be salved
After the corn is harvested cheapest pioteln'feed he has ever used. can be sprayed with a special solution as soon
tlvatlon.
w
'
,
v iirl0 'fié i f
cattle are turned in to eat the fodder It can be used in quite large quan- as there Is any reason to suspect poison gas.
and peanut tops. Hogs are then turn- tity in ' connection with other feeds This spraying removes all danger.
Salvage work before the war was purely a
ed In to eat the peanuts. In this way without Injurious effects. When fed
the stubble and roots of the peanuts to hogs' peanut meal does not produce private enterprise. The admiralty had no salvsupply humus, and most of the nitro- soft pork, and for this reason it is age branch, and when warships went ashore or
were beached after collision the private firms,
gen stored In the nodules on the roots preferable to raw peanuts.
like (lie Liverpool
Salvage association,
were
Is left In the soil.
Sheila for Feed.
called In. War altered that, like many other
'
Hogs fattened exclusively on peanuts
In
Peanut shells, which accumulate
things In the maritime world, and today ithe
do not yield a very desirable grade of large quantities at cleaning and shellwhole
of the salvage work around the United
and"
SALVAGE kXWK AT LOW
Is
soft
meat
meat and lard, as the
ing factories, are sometimes ground Kingdom
is carried out by an admiralty departe
the lard oily. This can be remedied with
peanuts and sold for ment.
lag coze, looking for all the world like a bit of
Fire at sea, collision, weather and other marine
But since the men manning that departto a large extent, however, by feeding feed. ' The shells, however, have pracwreckage
long
ment
are all dealt with by the admiralty salvage
It
are,
a
risks
had
finished
But
itself.
Just
exception,
without
heads
former
the
the
with
along
feeds
corn and other
tically no feeding value, as they con- of the
bout of pumping under water in that hold, which
section
Just as much as war risks such as minsalvage
business,
mainly
Is
the
difference
peanuts.
sist largely of crude fiber.
was filled with floating barrels, beams, tangled
ing nnd torpedoing; but it Is, of course, the war
in titles and not in methods.
to
peanuts
be
growing
on
All peanut feeds should be sold
In addition to
Ironwork and a sludge that was indescribable;
Warship salving is confidential, and the work
risks that provide the bulk of the cases. The
fed in the field, the crop can be cured the basis of their protein, fat, and car- done by
and
when
put
been
work
had
of the section falls really Into three parts.
over
it
and
had
the
side
department
the
In
cannot
this direction
and stored In barns or sheds for win- bohydrate content rather than on the be described.
pumped a few tons of clean sea water through
are, first of all, the rescue tugs. These
There
Its
keeping
in
share
allies
the
very
a
is
example,
pounds
plant
750
ton
feeding.
basis. For
The entire
ter
Itself, that pump was ready to start work again
proceed to any ship that is in distress, whatever
supplied
silps,
with
is
not
merchant
however,
of
of meal made from shelled peanuts has
valuable feed for nearly all classes
anywhere.
the cause, .and endeavor to tow her Into port,
Peanut hay, consisting of practically the same feeding value as secret, end the record of work done since Octolive stock.
The secret of the pump Is that it Is not wateber, 1915, is an excellent one. Down to the end
nt least to get her Into shallow water, where
or
reare
unnuts
1,350
pounds
meal
made
from
the
of
after
plant
the entire
rtightwhich sounds absurd. It is, .however, peror
can go aground or even sink nnd still be
3917
.she
the
admiralty
salvage
section,
the
under
feeding
represent
shelled nuts. These amounts
moved, has a much higher
fectly
true
can
In the latter case the second part of
that
water
the
guidance
flow
salvable.
ánd
in
Capt.
of
W.
Young,
200
F.
had rescued
from peavalue than the grass hays and about the meal left as a
t,le
oround
works
work beginsthe patching up, empthe
section's
of
pump
"
the
wI'lp,
wrecked,
while
the
mined or torpedoed ships and sent them
the same value as clover háy. The nut oil manufactured from a ton of
nt wok
one nas ever hitherto succeed
lifting. This may take anything from
t,1
and
tying
in
repairs.
ior
All
time
that
experience
their
Is
Dealabout
peanut
hay
peanuts.
Spanish
stock
yield
of
average
farmers'
ed in maKing electricity work under water In
six weeks to six months. When she Is' lifted and
s
of a ton per acre. With ers selling peanut meal should show was growing. New material was being built for
; but the uses of the discovery
way
this
the
are
plain
work,
new Ideas were being put Into prae-tlcafloat again she is towed to the nearest sheltered
2,000.000 acres of peanuts, the esti- on the label whether It is made from
even to the layman.
A ship fitted with these
anchorage, and there temporary repairs are efshape,
and
the
Is
would
result
1917,
year
;
shelled
acreage
the
In
or
1919
fact,
that
there
nuts
for
this
unshelled
mated
pumps, for example, ought never to sink. If she
so
has
fected, she Is cleaned up Inside and her engine-rooseen
a
far
increase
tons
1.333,000
of Is required by law in some states.
remarkable
In the
1e produced about
enough
has
on
of
them
board,
restored to something like order. It is
they
because
can
number of ships saved.
The figures for the
be set to work In the flooded compartments and
early part of this year are: January, 14; Februthe aim, as far as possible, to enable her to
pump the water out as fast as it comes In. Damproceed to a shipyard under her own steam.
LOOK FOR INSECT TROUBLES INCREASE NUMBER OF SILOS ary, 41; March, 37; April, 30; May, 19; giving a
age to' the engine rooms does not affect the
total of 147. Thus in 32 months 407 ships have
There are cases, of) course, where the torpedo or
.pumps, because they do not rely for their, curthe mine has exploded Just by the engine-rooInspect Crops Often and Report Out- More Beef Cattle Can Be Produced been restored to the world's mercantile tonnage.
,
on
rent
dynamos,
ship's
the
on
but
blown everything to fragments. Then
own
The
their
Germans
and
count
all
You
Which
these
With
some,
and
and Fed Economically During
breaks of Pests
of them
repair.
to
...
to
towed
the
be
up,
outfit.
portnble
has
pntched
over,
In
twice
their calculations of the tonnage
Are Not Familiar.
Winter Season.
Salvage experts tell one rnther amusing tale
ing yard" ; but1 fn tiie majority of cases the damJos
Inflicted on the allies by the submarine
of the versatility of the pumps. A fire broke out
(Prepared by the United States Depart- campaign.
age Is In the bows- or In the stern, and the vessel
Prepared by the United States Depart, ;
after first aid from the
ment of Agriculture.)
ln the hold of a ship that was carrying a very
ment of Agriculture.)
Every salvage man will tell you that the only
can limp along by herself
; i
A silo campaign to Increase the thing certain about It Is that you
valuable Inflammable cargo. Two submersible
Watch the grain crops carefully for
salvage section.
never know
pumps were on board, and the captain slung
farms Is what is going to happen. A ship may be ashore
British salvage experts have little hope of
the earliest indications of insect out- number of silos on
,l,em iver tne slde lnto tne sea- nttnehed a good
salving any of the ships that are down In deep
breaks. Make a daily survey of the being conducted by the bureau of an- In the simplest position, with lust one blir hole
with in. ner to be patched up, aud it looks like a
water. Toe physical! limitations of divers alone
fields during the most active growing imal industry in
eiigiii ui nose io uieiu aim net mem going to
Job
state authorities and county agents. that will take a few days. In the 'end you are,
pump water at the rate of about 350 tons an
would make It an Impossibility to raise, for exseason. If possible.
ample, the Lusltanla, and, so far, no mechanical
hour each Into the burning hold. They soon put
If an outbreak ot any Insect foe is With more silos more beef cattle can perhaps, six months hanging around with that
devices that .have bec,n suggested or made hold
the fire out, and the captain then lowered the
discovered, apply remedies promptly. be produced and economically fed dur- one ship before you can get her to float, i Weathout any hope of doing the work of the diver with
pumps Into the hold and made them pump ouf
If In doubt as to the identity of the ing the winter. This campaign, there er, tides and the condition of the cargo all play
any success.
v'S
the water they bad previously pumped In.
pest, promptly send a specimen, in- fore, has a direct bearing on increas- a leading part lu the work. The only thing
closed In a tight tin box, to your coun- ing the meat supply of the nation. Thí
man has ot to do all the time is to be
ty agricultural agent, state experiment campaign Is being given special atten- patient. .That, perhaps, Is why they all look bo
of Nero. "I told him that the Bonaparte family
WEAPON
station, or nearest federal entomolog- tion in the Southern states, particu- tired. Waiting Is a weary business"
INTRICATE
considered this the very Image of their mother.
ical field station, accompanied by a larly In territory which has recentlj
When Madame Mere was in Naples, her daughter.
The weather is the worst enemy of salvage
,
quarantine, men. It Is very nice on a
been freed from cattle-tic- k
request for Information regarding It
Queen Caroline, jnduced her to sit by the statue,
body, confine summer's day to
is
torpedo
its
of
the
Back
Keep on hand at least a small supply where the production of beef cattle is stand on the cliffs and look down at the busy
and made a large party remark on the striking
taining all the machinery to drive and steer after
'
of the standard insecticide prepara- en the increase.
find
humming workshops that we call salvage steamresemblance."
we
aft
forward
From
launched.
It has been
tions, such as parls green, lime, and
resers clustered round a wreck that shines red with
compressed
air
A
compartments as follows:
www rust In the sunlight. The motors of
arsenate of lead. Very often the delay
GREAT. PLAY NEVER PRODUCED.'
the pumps
ervoir, an immersion or balance chamber, engine
preparaby
the fact that these
caused
drone Incessantly, and the great
LENGTH; OF THE WAR
pipes
space and a buoyancy chamber. The tiny engine
tions are not immediately available Is
send out cascades of gray water whose stale
Gen. Lew Wallace wrote a tragedy entitled
Is driven by compressed air, which is compressed
fatal to the crop attacked.
scent travels far before it Is lost.' The
"Commodus,"- - which was founded on the story
ed
high degree, and it rotates the propellers
g
men believe that
a
to
Report serious outbreaks of insects
divers clamber up and down, sitting
of Maternus,
an escaped slave, who rebelled;
we have Just begun to fight, and
whereby the projectile Is carried through the
to one of the authorities mentioned
for a while In the sun to make report of their,
against his country, placed himself at the headl
immersion or balance chamber proonly
men
The
wise
the
realize
that
water.
above. Federal entomological field staof a band of outlaws, planned the capture of;
safe policy Is for us to assume J progress below, .receiving orders for the next
vides the means of maintaining the depth at which
tions charged with the Investigation of
stage, or Just resting.1 It is different when the
Rome and bis own elevation to the throne, bnt
torpedo shall travel, through the water after
struggle
will
long
the
be
that
t
the
cereal, and, forage insects are located
southwesterly gales blow, whén rollers pour In
engine chamber there Is
was finally betrayed and killed. It was never
In
the
launched.
and
bitter.
being
5
at the following places :
to Its
from
keeping
projectile
the
Atlantic
pound
produced,
and
the
but Lawrence Barrett, to whom it was
down
for
device
like
Naasmyth
the
Is
also
to
long
how
vain
It
ask
the
This Is
hammers on the decks of. the wreck. The salsubmitted, wrote General Wallace that It was the
designated' path during Its travel.
war will last, for such quesOregon F o r e t
Arizona Tempe
vage boats nnd tugs all have to run for shelter,
best play since "Richelieu," and that "both as a
Grove
California Martines
achieved by means of a gyroscope. The buoyancy
tioning tempts us to guess, and
y Pennsylvania
Carengine chamVest
work
poem and as an acting play 'Commodus' Is the
be
of
, Indiana
has
to
placed
abandoned,
aft
the
still!
which
is
and
only
chamber,
go
the
we
when
to
guessing
our
lisle
et ta
silent hulk is left to weather the storm. So long . ber,, is virtually a .vacuum. Without this cham-- "
best English drama." It was printed, but never
causes us to guess the
South Carolina CoIowa Sioux City
as 'she Is firmly imbedded in, the sand or shingle,
staged. Boston Globe,
ber' the torpedo would sink. The propellers and
f
lumbia
best and so to take some chance
Kansas Wellington
Knox-vlll- e
however, and there is plently of water inside her
Hagers- - Tennessee
Maryland
In effort or sacrifice. All that
rudders aré astern and outside the torpedo's body.
town
as well as outside, it takes a good many months
UP, SEE, UP."
we know, is' that we must win.
Charles- Texas San Antonio
Missouri
f
of storms to knock a ship to pieces. It is often!
WONDERFUL RESEMBLANCE.
From Address by Clarence Ous-leUtah
Salt Lake
ton
necessary, In order to save a wreck from the''
City
"It '8 Just dawned on me why those trapeze
Ohio Wakeman
Assistant Secretary of
Virginia
was the
effects of weather, to flood compartments in her
performers, are seen funny fellers," said the manDion Bouclcault, the
'
seventeenth-centurthat ( had remained watertight
ager of the op'ry house.
very image of Sir Kenelm Dlgby, the
Douglas Jerrold and
dealing With the water In
problem
The
of
"Wall, why Is It, ole Smart Alec," asked tb.e.
philosopher.
Big Decrease In Sheep.
' .
'
wrecks and In ships that have been holed but
sher'f of the taouo.
the inventor of balloons, might have
- Save Liquid Manure.
In 1003 there were something Over
Montagu Williams had
are still afloat has been advanced very far toward
brothers.
"Why, cause the dern cusses Is nlle.r actln' up."
twin
as
passed
United
sheep
4,000,000 head of
Save all of the liquid part of manure
in the
perfect
solution during the war by the general adoption
only to don a black periwig to become a
States, wl.il" In 1910 there were less It Is riches' In potash, and that ele of a new British
Peter
Sir
by
depicted
as
II
invention,
Charles
which
of
has been dedouble
FAIR TREATMENT.
"than 49,000,000 a decrease of 16,000,-O0- ment is very high priced now, anc scribed as a
between Byron and J. L. Mot- of modern electrical engimiracle
likeness
The
Lelv
In
cent,
years.
scarce.
Id
or 25 per
dewas
republic,
neering.. Described simply, it Is an electrically
Dutch
ley" the historian of the
A beautiful young lady approached the ticket
driven pump which eir be entirely submerged
'
scribed by the poet's widow as "most wonderwindow, and Id a voice like the rippling ol a
Keep the Boar Hustling.
,
Hay
Is
'
Pea
Excellent
nnd will stilr pump as efficiently as If It were . ful."
brook asked the clerk : "What is the fare to the
Pea hay is so palatable and nu above w r. The, submersible
Don't overfeed the bor. A boar that
'
pump, as It Is
Chnrles MacFarlane In- his "Reminiscences of a
V
fair?"
hustles will tluw stronger Utters than trltlous that it is worth all the effort called,
1S'2V),
met
he
things that no on ever believed
Literary Life," describes ,how, In
'
the! clerk replied : "Same as to the
which
To
ispwids
of
requires
from
his
It.
time
to
all
that
it
cure
stock
'Live
a
4w
a pump could do. I saw one In the hold of a
Shelley In the Boyal Burbon museum, Naples,
homely, madam,"
'. '
fond of It and It Is excellent hay.
one :eed to the next sleeping.
wreck reeUIy, covered with a black,
and showed him a statue of Agrlpplua, the mother
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TEACHER WANTED

For Private School at Ranch
Five Pupils, ranging
up to 9th grade. If able to teach
elementary music will be preferred. Room and board furnished
Applicant must have 2d class
Certificate or equal qualification

Home.

Apply

to-D-

LAUMBACH,
Roy, N, M.

AN

SLACKERS

I

Buy your household goods a
C. E. Hunt's Sale at Roy next
Saturday Sept. 21st

Card of Thanks
thank our neighbors
and friends for the kindness
shown us during the illness and
at the death of our husband and
father, S. B. Tower, To those
who brought flowers and the
choir which rendered the music
at the obsequies and all who
offered sympathy and consolation
You will always be remembered by us.
Mrs. S. B. TOWER and Children
t We wish to

The men are driven forth to work,
to keep the pulleys humming, and any
chap who tries to shirk will surely get
what's coming. The lad who used to
bask all day is busy as a gopher; in
times like these it doesn't pay to show
up as a loafer. Male idlers find their
day is o'er; if they've a kick they can
it; the man who has no useful chore
must hunt another planet. But how
about the dame serene, thru life so
idly ambling, who burns up tubs of
gasoline in vain and foolish rambling?
Her thoughts are still of trifling things
of laces and of collars, of blondined
hair and diamond rings, and shoes at
twenty dollars. She thinks the war
a horrid bore to which kings are addicted; her heart of celluloid is sore
that sugar is restricted. She sees her
loyal sisters strain and toil in useful
service, and sights like this give her
a pain, they make her tired and ner
vous. Oh, let s dragoon the stall-le- d
dames, say to them "Work or perish"
and drag them from the silly games
that they ignobly cherish, if Jack
must use his strength and skill to help
preserve the nation, it's only fair that
Sister Jill should work out her sal
WALT MASON.
vation.

Diarhoeain Children

old or older you will find nothing better than Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy, followed by a dose
of castor oil. It shouln be kept at
hand and given as soon ax the first un
natural looseness of the bowels ap,

The Pillaging and

We Repair all Cars.

and machine Shop.

officer whose conscience

ACETYLENE WELDING

revolted: at the atrocities,
causing him to desert.
The authora vounil Germa- n-

Variety Machine Works,
GILSTRAP Bro's, Prop's.

was an engineer with Von Kluck's
army when it crossed the Belgian
fronlier on the mad rush to reach
Paris. He participated in the entire campaign until the battle of
Mons, in which he was wounded
and sent to a hospital from which
he escaped over the Dutch frontier, finally reaching America. He
is in the United States now, registered as an alien enemy, and has
written his experiences for our

readers.
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(French SurffflsDesirgtédO

FIRST, NEXT

IF

IN YOUR

HOME

FOR
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Don't Fail to Read
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It

FroLce must Import sugar todny,
most of It from this side of the ocean,
because the largest portion of French
sugar beet land Is In German hands.
As a result, the French people have
been placed on a sugar ration of about
18 pounds a year for domestic use;
pound und a half a month. " This
photograph rhows how the German

JZ

i A 4..

r

(4 :

--

troops destroyed French sugar mills.
Thanks. to the French rationing system the annual consumption has been
cut to 600,000 tons, according to reports reaching the United States Food
Administration. Before the war France
had an average sugar crop of about
750,000 tons of sugar and had some
left over for export.
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COAL!

COAL! COAL!

$8.10 Per Ton,
at the bin

Fannie Blevins Eljzabeth and
Glysner Epps of Roy spent Sunday at home.

Mountain View

E

A

Fancy Willow

l'--rj-;-f.Jk

4. f- F

f

LUMP

V

"V.f

When the soldier Is oft duty he may employ and amuse himself in many
wnvH. but one of the first things he Is sure to do Is to write to home folk
Writing paper, envelopes, Ink and pens are furnished free to the men by the
Army Y. M. C A.
This Is a picture of a "rush hour" of fetter writing and magazine rea
building In a large camp of the Southern Department.
tog In a

Mrs. Robertson and
Ruth attended church at Mofax
S. unday.
Mr. and

Mrs.

ROY BUFFET
Frank L. Schultz,
Propiietor

NEW MEXICO

wh
"'iL

1

'.V,s

5

Not Slack

We have not done what

otir Government asks
us to do.

SAFE!

T.

Mrs. Martha Everett and fami
ly spent Sunday with her mother
Mrs. Robertson.

Henry Gibbons and family
dinner with Rev. J. T,

Howell and family Sunday.

Coal,

Buy Now and be

family
Howell and
Wednesday
Mo,
returned from
reported plenty of mud all the
way.

Mr.
took

high-grad- e

From' inquiry we find that not over
10 percent of the population of Roy and
. vicinity have secured a winter supply
This means that
of COAL.

Albert Kenoyer returned

DO YOUR BUYING.
COME
EARLY, WHILE YOU HAVE A
CHANCE TO PICK FROM THE
ABOVE, ALL GOODS GUARAN
Frank ' Lowell is having
TEED TO BE STRICTLY Al.
well put down on his farm.

TO

A

KEEPING THE HOME FIRES BURNING

home Saturday from Dawson
where she had been visiting
her son Vernie.

J.

it means

T

Harvesting beans is the order
of the day in this vicinity.
Mrs. Theo Bauler, is very sick
at this writing.

.

3

,

ROY

pr4
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BEV-

HAVE IT IN YOUR HOME FOR
YOUR PERSONAL USE OR THE
MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY, IF
IT WAS PLACED THERE BEFORE
OCTOBER THE FIRST.
I HAVE A FULL LINE OF STANDARD HIGH-MADBRANDS OF
LIQUORS,
INCLUDING WINES,
BRANDIES, GINS, CORDIALS, COGNACS, ROCK AiD RYE, AND VER- MOUTH, OF WHICH YOU WILL
NOT WANT TO BE WITHOUT AT
LEAST A FEW BOTTLES BEFORE
NEW MEXICO GOES DRY, AS IT
WILL BE UNOBTAINABLE AFTER
THAT TIME, AND WILL ALMOST
BE A NECESSITY TO KEEP IN
YOUR HOME FOR MEDICAL USE.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
THE ABOVE, BE SURE'THAT YOU
DON'T WAIT FOR THE LAST DAY

i

-

It..!-

"WRITING HOME"

family
Rev. Howell and
returned home last week from

Several are being visited by
threshing crew this week.
the
ERAGE, IT IS HIGHLY IMPORTANT THAT YOU BUY IT NOW, AS F.E. Epps and family spend
Sunday wilh Mr. A Hawkins.
YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO
Geo. Powel and wife spent Sun
BRING OR HAVE IT SHIPPED
day with Henry Gibbons.
OCTOBER FIRST, 1918.
Rev. Herring of near Chico
THE GOODS THAT YOU BUY
failed to fill his appointmept
NOW AND PLACE IN YOUR HOME Sunday. But were favored as
CANNOT BE BOTHERED BY THE
LAW EVEN AFTER OCTOBER 1ST, Rev. Howell gave a very interest
AS THE LAW PERMITS YOU TO ing talk.
PURPOSES ORTO USE AS A

'

THIS NEWSPAPER

Office

Several were out to Sunday
School Sunday morning

MEDICAL

'A

i

Independence

YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE

tea

can be read in

coooooexocooo

A LITTLE LIQUOR OF ANY KIND

'

1S

of German Militarism and
"Kultur" as It Really Is

Mo.

AFTER OCTOBER

NEW MEX.

ROY,

This Authentic, Vivid Story

Bord-

New Mexico looks good to
them.
James Howell came
home with his parents. He has
THE been away from N.M. for some
time.

Fully Equipped Blacksmhing

:i

pears.

"BONE-DR- Y"

Free Air,

Gasoline Stand,

participatéd a Prussian

CARUS PLUMLEE,

New Mexico
will be

of our Repair Department,

Oils arid Auto Accessories,

is told in detail by one who

Physician in Charge.

private

Mr. J. J. TAYLOR has closed
his Garage and is nov in charge

fe

New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,,

WANTED- - A few
year ers. Enquire at S--

in children one

r;'age

Confessions of a
German Deserter
Belgium

E. M. Dukeminier, I can loan you MONEY on your- Mills N. M. Route A, Final Receipt as well as on Pat
ented or Deeded land. Come let
us talk to you about your loan.
Good household furnature and
J. E. WILDMAN,
fine Brood mares at C E. Hunt's
Loan and Insurance Agency,
Auction Sale at Roy Saturday.
ROY, N.M.
Office at residence,

for diarrhoea

SPANISH-AMERICA-

t

ROY,

Wheat and Rye Seed for sale,
per bushel, at my farm 3
miles North of the Mofax church
Pure Turkey Red Wheat

(

We also carry a Complete Line of

Plumlee Hospital

$2.00

V

Here Is a little bit of home which may be found In any Army Y. M. C. A.
building In the Southern Departmént. The big open fireplace, the curtained
windows, the cozy corner, and the little feminine touches which have been
added by friends of the Y," all contribute to the comfort and morale of the
soldier away from home.
Here the soldier will find a happy substitute for the home fireside, with
music If he prefers It the "home paper good magazines a "game of checkers with his chum, and a lot of other things that help to make life Interesting
for the soldier. This Is the social room which may be found in nearly every
Army Y. M. C. A. hut. This particular one is enjoyed by soldiers from the
Southwestern states at a Texas camp.
The headquarters oflices of the Southern Department, Army Y. M. C. A.,
are at San Antonio, Texas. William E. Adams U the executive secretary.- -

X

Call and see us about it.

Roberts & Giver
Lumber and Coal,
ROY,

N.

M.

